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Honorable Sam Nunn
Cbhirman, Committee on Armed Services
United States Senate3Washington, DC 20510

Dear Mr. Chairman:

I am pleased to provide this Report to Congress on the Indemnification of Contractors
Performing Environmental Restoration. This document addresses the eight points of
inquiry required by § 332 of the National Defense Authorization Act for Fiscal Year 1993,Pub. L 102-484.

The report shows that, to date, the Department of Defense has generally received
sufficient numbers of responses to environmental restoration solicitations and has
successfully obtained qualified contractors even though we have not offered statutory
indemnification provisions. Therefore, I am not requesting any additional indemnification
authority at this time. We will continue to monitor the situation to ensure that the
Department's environmental restoration work is performed efficiently and in a cost
effective manner. The report does note that the available indemnification authorities may
not cover all potentially important categories of environmental restoration contractors or
contract circumstances.

A copy of this report has been sent to the Ranking Republican and the House
Committee on Armed Services.

Veryv/[rul yours,,,S ,"//: /' / 7 I

/ Shtri Wasserman GoodmanU Deputy Under Secretary of Defense
(Environmental Security)3 Accesioni For
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Executive Summary
This report on indemnification of contractors information on the adequacy of competition for DoDs

performing environmental restoration is provided to environmental restoration contracts.
Congress by the Department of Defense (DoD) in
response to 1 332 of the National Defense Authori- Contractors that have performed the sons of
zation Act for Fiscal Year 1993, Pub. L 102-484. It activities an environmental restoration contractor
was developed in consultation with the Department of would perform, e.g., soil excavation and movement.
Justice, the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency, the have been found to be Potentially Responsible Parties
Office of Management and Budget, and other federal (PRPs) as defined by CERCLA, and held liable for
agencies. It is primarily based on information obtained contribution to other PRPs. However, in only one case
from these government agencies, contractor bade so far has an environmental restoration contractor
associations, the insurance industry, and private parties actually been found liable for CERCLA cleanup costs.
performing environmental restoration. No contractor, either an "ordinary construction con-

tractor" that has undertaken restoration-like activities
DoD has access to three statutory indemnification that encountered hazardous waste or an actual environ-

authorities: Pub. L. 85-804, 10 U.S.C.A. § 2354, and mental restoration contractor, has been found liable for
Comprehensive Environmental Response, Compen- claims for damages or personal injury resulting from a

sation, and Liability Act (CERCLA) § 119. Tbe use of release from a hazardous waste site. However, there is
these indemnification authorities may not provide nothing in the law that intrinsically diminishes the
protecion for all types of environmental restoration viability of these claims. Courts have refused to dismiss
contractors or contract situations. Many environmental them in pending cases, and thus have cleared the way
restoration contractors performing work at sites other for litigation to proceed. See Chapter 4 for more
than National Priorities List sites may not be covered detailed information on the liabilities and associated
under the existing protection mechanisms. Chapter 2 litigation faced by environmental restoration
provides more detailed information on these contractors.
indemnification authorities.

Most federal agencies, including DoD, do not
The data from the DoD components indicate there regularly offer statutory indemnification to environ-

has been no difficulty in obtaining qualified environ- mental restoration contractors. State agencies have
mental restoration contractors without offering widely varying practices. Eight states have indemnified
indemnification. In fact, the limited evidence to date environmental restoration contractors under state
from EPA and the state of Niew Jersey, both of whom authority in the past, although at least one state no
routinely offered indemnification in the past but no longer offers this indemnification. Fourteen states
longer do so, suggests that there is no noticeable effect provide contractors with immunity rather than indem-
on the level of competition resulting from a lack of nification; this means that an injured party may have
indemnification. The DoD component data shows that no way to obtain compensation for damages. Private
both small and large firms, including several of the party indemnification practices are difficult to
major environmental engineering firms, are bidding ascertain. DoD received information from 17 major
and winning environmental restoration contracts. Even PRPs. Although there are exceptions, this evidence
so, it is still conceivable that there are segments of the suggests that most private parties provide, at most,
contracting community that could provide even better only very narrow indemnification to their environ-
services at a lower cost to DoD, but that decline to bid mental restoration contractors. In addition, most of the
becamse of the lack of indemnification. Based on the PRIPs require the contractor to indemnify them against
data provided by the DoD components, it appears that liabilities that could arise from the contractor's
very few large defense firms and only a limited number negligent acts. See Chapter 5 for more detailed
of large environmental companies have responded to information on the indemnification practices of federal
DoD environmental restoration solicitations. Several agencies, state agencies, and private parties. See
large acquisitions currently under way may provide Chapter 7 for more detailed information on past DoD
DoD an opportunity to better evaluate the issue of indemnification practices.
adequate competition, including whether there is,
indeed, a relationsihip between indemnification and the Environmental impairment liability (EIL) insur-

level of competition. See Chapter 3 for more detailed ance is becoming more widely available and at

iii
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Excutive Summary II
somewhat m reasonable prices. Ibis is particularly
true for policies that can take advantage of bulk-rate
pricing by cvering several large contracts. It may be
that the hett tms and lom cs availae on
multi-oa~mst policies due& more to the lnreased
negoadtug per than to the "ecomones of scale that
"tlt IMpt bulk-ratf costs. M. policies still do
so cow the "lomg-tail" llabilides-41ose that occur
decade afte the polcy is wrte and the pre•mums

i 1 particularly inpormt in the context ofq rtmestol nsitim because many of the health

effects that may occur as a result of an environmental
restoratioa we not expected to surface for 10 to
30 yearL See Chapter 6 for more detailed information
on EL insurance availability, coverage, and rates. 3

This report does not recommend any additional
indemnification authorities at this time. However, it
does discuss possible wsts and benefits of various I
indemnifiaion policies. One important but often
overlooked cost is the social cost associated with the
policy of no providing todemniatn t environ-
mental restoration contractors. Who pays for the losses *1
and injuries of citizens exposed to a release from a
DoD site if the government is not required to
compensate them and the contractor lacks insurance i
and thbe financial reore to do so? This situaton is a

vey real possibility and in fact, exists on a smaller
scale at the stage-rnm cleanups that have provided 3
imm, nity, rather than idemnification or insurance,
for their environmental restoration contractors. See
Chapter 8 for more detailed information on possible
Indemnifict~ion policy costs and benefits.
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Chapter 1: Introduction

This report on indemnification of contractors hired specifically to perform environmental restoration
performing environmental restoration is provided to activities in connection with previously contaminated
Congress in response to §332 of the National Defense sites. Therefore, contractors that perform environ-
Authrizatim Act for Fiscal Year 1993, Pub. L. 102- mental restoration as part of another function, such as
484. It was developed in consultation with the operating defense facilities, are not considered to be
Departmnent of Justice, the U.S. Environmental environmental restoration contractors, per se. Environ-

SPtoection Agency, the Office of Management and mental restoration contractors perform many types of

Budge and other federal agencies.1 The report is work: environmental studies, design, construction,
based primarily on information obtained from the transportation, storage, disposal, and management.
federal agencies, contractor tade associations, the Different categories of environmental restoration
insurance industy, and private parties performing contractors may be exposed to different kinds of

lenvironmental restoration. Additional information was liabilities, and each may have different risk
obtained from congressional hearings, journal articles, management options open to them.I and other publicly available sources.

The term environmental restoration contractor is
ORGANIZATION OF THIS REPORT broader than response action contractor (RAC), as de-

fined in the Comprehensive Environmental Response,
This introduction presents an overview of the Compensation, and Liability Act (CERCLA).2 RACs

indemnification issues that pertain to this report. It are those environmental restoration contractors that
also provides pointers to the chapter(s) in the report perform work at National Priorities List (NPL) sites or
containing more detailed information on each issue. perform removai actions at any site. Most DoD envi-
Lastly, it presents some basic terminology and ronmental restoration is performed at non-NPL sites
definitions that are used in the remainder of the report. and includes work other than removal actions.

5 The main body of the report is organized into Indemnification is an agreement whereby one
chapters that correspond to the eight paragraphs in party (the United States) agrees to reimburse a second
§ 332. With one exception, each of these chapters party (the environmental restoration contractor) for
contains the response to one paragraph. Because liability to third parties or enforcement agencios for
paragraphs (2) and (3) are closely related and have a damages or additional cleanup costs that result from
common response, they were answered together in a the contractors performance of work under contract to
single chapter. Thus, there are seven rather than eight the government. It is therefore a contractual obligation
chapters following this introduction. that transfers some or all of the liability risk from one

Each of the seven chapters has a similar structure,

composed of four distinct parts. Each chapter begins The extent of the risk transfer depends on the
with a verbatim quotation of the paragraph from § 332 specific terms of the indemnification. Indemnification
that the chapter addresses. Next, it presents a synopsis can be structured to transfer most of the environmental
of the response to that paragraph, which can be used to restoration contractor's liability risks to the govern-
gain insight into the response without reading all of ment, including liabilities arising from the contractor's
the details. The remainder of the chapter text provides negligent acts. However, it can also be structured to
the detailed response to the subject paragraph. Notes provide much more limited coverage by including
for the responses to the paragraphs are found at the deductibles to be paid by the contractor, maximum
end of each chapter. amounts to be paid by the government, and restrictions

on the types of liabilities covered.
OVERVIEW OF THE NDENIFICATION ISSUE lenkaton In Context

Ddfimldom of "Eavlroanuntal Restoratio
Coutrator" and "Indenmulcatlon" The issue of whether or not indemnification or the

use other risk-sharing mechanisms is needed or
Environmental restoration contractors, as used in appropriate requires analysis of a complex and

this report, are defined as those contractors who are interacting set of contractor and governmental
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Chapter 1: Introduction

relationships, risk allocation goals, liability theories, hazardous waste or damage, the contractors are liable.
public policy considerations, and specific indemni- Chapter 4 provides additional detail about CERCLA
f-ca ie mechanisms. cleanup liabilities.

The queston at the core o the DoD Most contributors of materials to a hazardous
indemnifition issue is: "Who pays for the losses and waste site have been held to be "jointly and severally" I
injuries caused by a release from a DoD site during liable for cleanup costs. This means that the claimant
environmental restoration?" Environmental restoration can sue any of the contributors and recover the entire
contractors awe concerned that they will be liable for judgment from that single contributor. That contributor
paying a dis oately large share of this compen- can then sue the other contributors to recover their
suati~mn, v though many actions may be beyond their shame of the judgment, but in the meantime, the _

controL4 After all, they were hired to clean up the claimant is paid. In general, courts bold defendants
contamination; they had no part in creating it in the jointly and severally liable when the damage caused is
first place. The government, on the other hand, is difficult to divide among the defendants. Recent
Interested in obtaining the best environmental resto- Appeals Court decisions put the automatic application
ration value possible. If the government absorbs some of joint and several liability for CERCLA cleanup costs
of the contractors' liabilities, then the incentive for into question. Chapter 4 provides more detail on
quality performance may be diminished and potential CERCLA cleanup liability.
future outlays faced by the government may increase. a
This may mean that the taxpayer will be further taxed Personal Injury and Property Danmge Liability

to transfer the risk from a for-profit business to the
general public. States may impose either a strict liability or

negligence standard for personal injury and property *
Theories of Liability damage (tort) liabilities. Generally, if a state court

finds that the activity is "ultrahazardous," then strict
There are various theories of liability under which liability (liability without fault) applies. Courts have I

claims may be asserted, and these theories apply in varied in their determination whether hazardous waste

varying degrees to environmental restoration work. cleanup is considered an "ultrahazardous" activity. If
This discussion will focus on liabilities for which the activity is determined not to be ultrahazardous,
indemnification may be appropriate.5 These fall into then the defendant must be found to be negligent in
two main categories: (1) liability for CERCLA cleanup order to be liable for tort damages.
costs, and (2) liability for personal injury and property
damage, called tort liability. Liability for CERCLA Negligence is defined as the failure to exercise due
cleanup costs is generally controlled by federal law care. Professional negligence imposes a slightly higher
under CERCLA.6 Liability for personal injury and standard, i.e., failure to comply with the generally
property damage is generally controlled by state law, accepted standards of the industry. Since the a
and therefore varies significantly from state to state. environmental restoration field continues to develop at

a rapid rate, it is difficult to define professional
CERCLA Cleanup Liability standards of conduct. In the event of litigation, there is

also a possibility that the "then-current" stadards, U
CERCLA imposes strict liability for cleanup costs rather than those in place when the activity occurred,

on all persons, including the federal government, fall- could be imposed. Chapter 4 provides additional
ing into any of four categories. These categories are: information on tort liabilities and how they may apply I
(1) owner or operator of the facility; (2) former owner to environmental restoration contractors.

or operator at the time of disposal; (3) a person who
arranged for disposal of hazardous substances at a One of the major concerns of environmental resto-
facility, lnmm as a generator, or (4) transporters who ration contractors is that the federal government may
select the disposal facility, including the federal be immune from tort liability on actions for which both
government. Strict liability is a doctrine that imposes the contractor and the government bear direct respon-
liability without regard to fault This meas that sibility. This may leave the contractor exposed as the
contractors subject to strict liability could perform only remaining target for such claims. If a judgment is
flawlessly, but if their action caused a release of assessed against the contractor and the contractor does

21
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i IChapter 1: Introductionj

not have adequate insurance, or is otherwise unable to "worst-case fears". In fact, the limited evidence so far
pay, the injured parties may go uncompensated. indicates that there is no noticeable relationshipI Chapter 4 discusses the federal government's immunity between indemnification and the amount of com-
to certain tort claims. Chapter 8 addresses the social petition. At one time, EPA and the state of New Jersey
cost that results from injured parties who are unable to both offeed indemnification on a routine basis, but no
obtain compensation for their injuries, longer do so. To date, neither have observed a change

in competition. Chapter 3 provides further insights and
"Lomg-TaU" Liabilitles information on the adequacy of competition for DoD

environmental restoration contracts. Chapter 8 dis-
SMany of the aspects of liability found in environ- cusses the costs of various indemnification policies.

mental restoration contracting are simila in principle
to those that are routinely addressed in contracts that Indemnification may also affect contractor per-
deal with real property development or modification formance. If contractors are not financially responsible
for the government. However, some significant differ- for the consequences of their actions, they lose an

aces have infused environmental restoration contract- important incentive for performing in a responsible
ing with additional risks. Primary among these is the manner. Less prudent contractors may then perform
uncertainty of "long-tail" liabilities. Because health environmental restoration carelessly, exposing the
effects from hazardous material exposures during envi- government to greater liabilities than the contractor
ronmental restoration activities may not become would have been exposed to if no indemnification were
apparent for years or even decades after the completion offered. In addition, this careless attitude could
of the work, contractors are exposed to tort liability for adversely affect the quality of the environmental
an indefinite period of time. These long-tail liabilities restoration work itself.Sare particularly significant because insurance may no
longer be in force, and claims against the government Both the cost aspect and the contractor
may not be possible. Chapter 5 provides further performance aspect clearly point out the need to
information on the availability, coverage, and cost of address the extent of the coverage provided by any
environmental impairment liability insurance. indemnification policy under consideration. Unlimited
Chapter 2 provides information on the coverage and indemnification is like writing a blank check that may
Stineframes of various indeminification authorities. be presented to the government and the taxpayer at

some future time. In this case, the claim costs would
hidemlnlkation Considerations probably greatly outweigh any cost savings resulting

from indemnification. However, as discussed above,
Indemnification can be examined from at least indemnification terms can be structured to limit the

four perspectives: (1) the cost aspect, (2) the contractor potential outlay that the government faces.
performance aspect, (3) the fair contracting practice Furthermore, by including deductibles and limits on
aspect, and (4) the social cost aspect. The cost aspect the types of covered liabilities, the indemnificationI examines whether potential cost savings from indemni- terms can also provide some continued financial
fication (perhaps as a result of increased competition, incentive for contractors to perform responsibly.
increased use of innovative technology, or reduced
insutrace costs) outweigh the potential costs to the The fair contracting practice aspect addresses the
taxpayer for contractor indemnification. The answer is question of whether or not it is equitable for
currently unknown. Contractors contend that the risk environmental restoration contractors to be exposed for
of performing environmental restoration work without years to liabilities sometimes resulting from situationsI indemnification is too great; they maintain that they, in they did not create and over which they had little
effect, "bet the company" every time they bid. They control. If not, should the government assume this
warn that DoD soon will be unable to obtain adequate liability through indemnification or other risk-sharing

i competition, and consequently that its environmental mechanisms?
restoration costs will be higher than they need to be.

The social cost aspect occurs when parties injured
DoD has not yet experienced this lack of because of environmental restoration of DoD sites do

competition in terms of sufficient numbers of qualified not have a way to obtain compensation for their
bidders, so the contractors' concerns may simply be injuries. In terms of public policy, should the govern-

3
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SChapter 1: Introduction I !
meat provide compenation to these parties? In ENDNOTES:
addition to the brief discussion above, this issue is I
discussed in more detail in Chapter 8. IPub. L 102-484 1 332 requires that this report be

prepared "in consultation with the Attorney General,
Indmmlfiion F dus the Administrator of the Environmental Protection

Agency and the Director of the Office of Management I
Indemnif of environmental restoration con- and Budget.* Copies of these agencies' comments are

trcors is the exception in both public and private contained in Appendix 3.
sectors. Most federal agencies do not routinely provide I
indemnificion. A few states provide indemnification 2Comprehensive Environmental Response, Compensa-

for their enviromental restoration contractors, but tion, and Liability Act, as amended by the Superfund
even more provide immunity. This means that the Amendments and Reauthorization Act of 1986

contractor is protected and the state does not incur (Superfund) 42 U.S.C.A. 1 9601-9671 (West 1983 &
additional liabilities. It also means that injured parties Supp. 1993).
do not have a way of obtaining compensation for their
injuries. Limited information suggests that most 3Indemnification can be provided as (1) "indemni- I
private parties who engage in environmental restora- fication against liability or loss," which provides a
tion contracting do not offer broad indemnification contractor with the right to recover from the United
prmtection, although some provide very narrowly States the amount of that liability or loss, or (2) "to I
defined coverage. Chapter 5 provides more details on hold harmless," which means that the United States
the indemnification practices of federal agencies, state assumes all expenses incident to the defense of any
agencies, and private parties. Chapter 7 provides claim, in addition to fully compensating the contrac-
details about DoD's use of the indemnification tor for all loss or expense. S
authorities.

4Tunnicliffe, Peter, Hazardous Waste Action Coalition.
Letter to Patrick Meehan, re: Indemnification of DoD
Environmental Response Contractors, I February
1993 (see Appendix 6). 1

5Other liabilities would include first-party liability
(liability to the party with whom the entity is
contracted) and liabilities to Government entities for
administrative and criminal penalties and fines. First- I
party liabilities are generally based on breach of
contract claims for which indemnification, in the
sense used here, does not apply. I

6 However, there are state statutes patterned after
CERCLA that may impose cleanup liabilities on the
environmental restoration contractor.

II
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Chapter 2: Indemnification Authorities

Response to § 332, Paragraph (1)

£Paragraph (I): Ali edsting statutory authorities damages to "third parties," that is, someone other than
and regulatom thereunder available to the the government and the contractor.
Department of Defense that anow the Secretary of
Defense or the Secretaries of the military depart- The statutory indemnification authorities that could
mests to Iademnify and hold harmless contractors be used, when circumstances permit, to indemnify
performing emvlronmental restoration at current contractors performing environmental restoration work
military Installations, former military installatiom, at DoD installations and sites are referred to in this
and formerly used defense sites pursuant to the document as Public Law 85-8042 (National Defense
Defaens Environmental Restoration Program under Contracts Act), 10 U.S.C.A. § 23543 (Contracts--

chapter 10 of dtle 10, United States Code. Indemnification Provisions) and CERCLA § 119(c). 4

Each of these authorities can be used to provide
SYNOPSIS indemnification to government contractors under

different conditions and are available under specific
Indemnification authorities presently available to circumstances.

DoD cover some of the types of environmental resto-
ration work that DoD acquires by contract with private INDEMNIFICATION
firms. Pub. L. 85-804 is discretionary and can be applied
to cover losses that result from unusually hazardous or For the purposes of this report, "indemnification" is
nuclear risks whenever the approving authority finds defined as an agreement whereby one party (The United

that such action would facilitate the national defense. States) agrees to reimburse a second party (environ-
10 U.S.C.A. § 2354 applies only to research and devel- mental restoration contractors) for costs incurred by the
opment contracts. CERCLA I 119(c) covers only second party to pay for cleaning up contamination on a
RACs,1 which are a certain type of environmental third-party property or for damages or injuries to a third
restoration contractor working at NPL sites or perform- party. Indemnification is an express contractual 5 obliga-
ing removal actions. Some environmental restoration tion of the United States that allocates the risk of third-
work-such as field sampling, analysis, and site party liabilities and potential cleanup cost liabilities
characterization--can fall outside clearly established between the contracting parties-the government and
areas of application of these authorities. Other the environmental restoration contractor.6 Indemni-
environmental restoration activities may not be covered fication is designed to compensate specific loss or
if the work is in support of non-NPL installations, which damage incurred by a contractor performing work under
comprise the overwhelming majority of DoD's sites, a contract with the United States. 7 Indemnification is

based on a specific statutory authority and covers
Indemnification afforded under Pub. L. 85-804 is specifically defined risks. It is typically not subject to a

discretionary, and could be applied to any environ- funding limitation, and remains effective after contract
mental restoration contract where the cleanup completion.
circumstances are found by the approval authority to

meet the criteria for its employment. Its application Indemnification typically takes the form of a special
requires preparation of a Memorandum of Decision clause inserted into the contract that identifies the
executed by the agency head, which may pose a practical covered risks being indemnified. Indemnification
administrative limitation to its widespread use for clauses require the United States to make a payment to
environmental restoration contracts. the contractor or some other party if a covered eventI ocozrs.8 If a covered event does not occur, no actual
OVERVIEW OF INDEMNIFICATION liability of the United States would ever arise under the
AUTHORITIES indemnification clause. However, because indemni-

fication clauses require the United States to pay if a
DoD has access to three statutory indemnification covered event occurs, indemnification clauses are

authorities to provide contractors with protection from referred to as "contingent liabilities" of the United
liabilities resulting from environmental contracts. In States.9 Contingent liabilities of the United States have
general, the contractor's potential liabilities fall into two both legal and budgetary implications.
classes: (1) costs of cleanup and (2) costs of injury or

I
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Chapter 2: Indemnification Authorities3

The legal implications are introduced by the And- Memorandum of Decision executed by the agency head.
Deficiency Act,10 which prohibits the making of However, its general applicability to DoD environmental
obligations or expenditures that exceed available restoration contracts is a matter of some disagreement
appropriations. As a general rule, unlimited contingent since the work undertaken in these contracts may not
liabilities are deemed to violate the Anti-Deficiency Act generally meet the criteria for using Pub. L. 85-804.
since it is never possible to have adequate funds I
available to pay for a potentially unlimited liability."1  Regulatory Provisions
Therefore, indemnification clauses must be either
(1) bhed on a specific statutory authority that is Regulatory implementation is found in FAR
excepted from the Anti-Deficiency Act,12 or (2) must Subpart 50.4, "Residual Pcwerse" with a prescribed
limit the amount of the liability of the United States in contract clause at FAR 52.250-1.
order to comply with the And-Deficiency Act 1 3 Since
environmental contractors seek some protection from Scope of Coverage
unknown future liabilities, indemnification could obli-
gate the government to pay an unknown future sum The contractual indemnification provided by
without an appropriation for that amount. Pub. L. 85-804 is very broad and applies to any losses I

not compensated by insurance, including reasonable
The budgetary implications of indemnification expenses of litigation and settlement, third-party claims

could be significant. When DoD indemnifies a for injury or damage, loss or damage to the property of I
contractor, the government assumes a financial risk that the contractor, loss or damage to the property of the
would otherwise fall on the contractor. This assumption government, and claims arising from indemnification
of risk increases the likelihood that additional govern- agreement •etween the contractor and its subcontrac-
ment financial outlays will be required in the future. tors. The L ,plementing FAR clause, FAR 52.250-1, S
"These potential additional outlays are counted among does not directly address contractor pollution liability,
the government's contingent liabilities. In 1989, contin- which in some instances might be more extensive than
gent liabilities of the United States amounted to over the "loss, damage, or lost use of property" covered in the I
$4 trillion. 14 Since government resources are obviously clauses. It is not clear if claims asserted by regulatory
limited, prudent financial management dictates that entities for environmental cleanup costs would be
indemnification should be used only when necessary. 1 5  considered third-party claims. It would cover claims

based on strict liability (that is, liability without fault),
SPECIFIC INDEMNIFICATION AUTHORITIES as well as those arising from contractor negligence. The

agency may tailor the application of this authority to the
Pab. L. 8545 , '7he National Defemse Contracts Act" specific circumstances of an environmental restoration I

contracting situation. Indemnification under the Pub.

Pub. L. 85-804 permits certain government agencies L. 85-804 may be extended to subcontractors with
that exercise functions in connection with the national contracting officer approval.
defense to make or modify contracts whenever the
President deems such action ,vould "facilitate the Pub. L. 85-804 has not been used to indemnify DoD
national defense."1 6 The most frequent use of this contractors performing on environmental restoration
authority has been to authorize contingent liabilities. contracts. A provision that would specifically enable use I

of Pub. L. 85-804 for environmental restoration activi-
Pub. L. 85-804 provides for extraordinary relief of ties at current and former military installations and

contractors and permits the broadest contractual facilities that was included in the FY 93 Defense
indemnification available under federal law. If applied, Authorization bill prompted a critical response from
it could largely eliminate the risks faced by DoD's some members of Congress1 9,20 and was not passed.
envinminental contractors. This authority is exempt
from the Anti-Deficiency Act and thus not subject to Excausio In
limitations of appropriated funds. This statutory
authority is implemented by Executive Order 10789,17 The protection afforded under Pub. L. 85-804 does
which permits a dozen federal agencies the authority to not cover willful misconduct or lack of good faith on the I
indemnify their contractors. 18 Each application of this part of the contractor's principal officials including

authority is a special case, and must be supported in a directors, officers, managers, superintendents, or other

6 5
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representatives supervising or directing (1) substantially The restatement of Torts (2nd) provides a widely
all of the contractor's business, (2) substantially all of recognized framework for determining whether an
the contractors' operations at any one plant or separate activity is abnormally dangerous. Section 520 lists six
kcdam where this contract is being performed, or (3) a factors to weigh when determining whether a given
separate sad complete major industrial operation action is an ultrahazardous activity:
connected with the performance of this contract. 21

* Existence of a high degree of risk of some harm to
AntU.De.ldency Act the person, land, or chattel of others

Indemnification under Pub. L. 85-804 is not limited * Likelihood that the harm resulting from the activity
by available appropriations and is thus exempt from the will be great
Anti-Deficiency Act.

0 Inability to eliminate the risk by the exercise of
Thneranme reasonable care

5 Indemnification under Pub. L. 85-804 is not limited 0 Extent to which the activity is not a matter of
in time. common usage

Qualifcatiom * Inappropriateness of the activity to the place where
it is carried on

Pub. L. 85-804 indemnification must be approved in
advance by an official at the level of secretary of a * Extent to which its value to the community is
military department. For the activity to qualify under outweighed by its dangerous attributes
this authority, it must meet the following three

qualifications that are documented as findings in a These factors are not legally applicable to a DoD
"Memorandum of Decision".22 decision that an activity is "unusually hazardous," but

they provide a benchmark for consideration.

(1) Unusually hazardous or nuclear In nature.
The activity for which indemnification is to be provided Finally, another approach to "unusually hazardous"
must be unusually hazardous or nuclear in nature. The could be whether a risk is insurable. To the extent that
FAR does not define "unusually hazardous" risks in commercial insurance is unavailable for a risk under a
connection with using Pub. L. 85-804, but leaves the government contract, then that risk may be considered
identification of these risks to be specified in the unusual. This approach could also provide the basis for
contract and approved by the approval authority, a policy decision by a secretary that the government

should assume the risk involved. 24'25

In environmental restoration contracting, the risk
circumstances related to response actions taken by the (2) Insurance. In determining the appropriateness
contractor can differ markedly in different instances, of Pub. L. 85-804 indemnification, the Secretary, must
Some environmental restoration actions could involve take into account the availability, cost, and terms of
recovering large amounts of highly toxic substances private insurance, self-insurance, and other proof of
found in dump sites. Other situations could be described financial responsibility.

as "unusually hazardous" only because small but
measurable quantities of listed wastes (substances (3) Facilitate the National Defense. Perhaps the
identified as hazardous in the EPA's "Hazardous Waste most difficult finding for the Memorandum of Decision
Management System" 23) are involved in the cleanup, is the assertion that the use of Pub. L. 85-804 facilitates
Most of DoD's contamination results from chemical the national defense for environmental restoration
residues that are not dissimilar to those routinely contracts. In general, where the only nexus between
addressed in the commercial sector. While the cleanup and the national defense is that the
substmaces may be listed as hazardous, they may not be contamination was caused by a defense-related activity
unusually so. or occurs at a defense-related facility, a recent

Congressional Research Service document offers the
opinion that the argument is weak for extending the
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Chapter 2: Indemnification Authorities 3
coverage of Pub. L. 85-804 to environmental restoration Administrative Requirements
cWntractors 26 However, if a cleanup has some arguable
linkage to facilitating the national defense (e.g., cleanup As discussed above, when approving a proposal for I
activities that appear reasonably related to ongoing the exercise of Pub. L. 85-804 indemnification, the
military operations and defense readiness, and actions approving authority must prepare a Memorandum of
necessary to support them), Pub. L. 85-804 likely does Decision justifying its use. I
allow indemnification of deanup contractors. 27

The process for approving the use of PWi1 85-804
Thus, Pub. L. 85-804 may be applicable to cleanups authority can be somewhat protracted and c ,oersome.

required to maintain the operating capability of a It is normally used in connection with requests for
military base that has not been selected for dosing, but indemnification related to large contracts that may span
application to dosing bases and formerly used defense significant timeframes and involve serious tichnological
sites (FUDS) is questionable since the connection with difficulties. The process is not well-suited for dealing
"facilitating the national defense" may be less evident. with the multitude of relatively small contract actions

In early 1993, the Army considered applying the that are dealt with under the Defense Environmental
authority to a cleanup situation at a FUDS site. While Restoration Program (DERP). FAR Part 50.403 outlines I
the contractor involved was not technically an envi- the information that must be supplied by the contractors,
ronmental restoration contractor, it did perform some especially representations of financial responsibility.
activities typical of such a contractor. The army did not FAR Part 50.403-2 describes the steps that the
utilize Pub. L. 85-804 because of the uncertainties contracting officer must pursue to act on indemnifica-
regarding its applicability and the administrative tion requests. This approval process must be negotiated
requirements for its approval.2' Conversely, if indemni- for each individual contract under which this authority
fication of cleanup contractors at dosing bases or FUDS is to be used unless some blanket authority is separately U
is determined to facilitate the national defense by established for a class or kind of contract. Additionally,
accelerating cleanup and hastening the redirection of the agencies must report to Congress on their use of
defense resources to other essential defense needs, Pub. L. 85-804 authority. 30 These requirements are 3
Pub. L. 85-804 would permit it. extensive and time-consuming and might also be

sufficient to discourage the general use of the authority.
The uncertainty about the specific application of

this authority to environmental restoration contractors 10 US.C.A. § 2354, "Cmitracts-Indenmlficatlon I
notwithstanding, the use of Pub. L. 85-804 is discretion- Provisions"
ary. A frequently referenced principle is "any action or
decision by an agency under Pub. L. 85-804 is within Regulatory Provisions I
the exclusive discretion of the executive branch of the
government and is not subject to judicial review." 29  Regulatory implementation of this authority is
Therefore, a decision to indemnify cannot be reversed in found at DoD FAR Supplement (DFARS) 235.070, and
court; neither can it be compelled. the prescribed clauses are found at DFARS 252.235-

7000 for fixed-price contracts and DFARS 252.235-
In that sense, legal issues about the applicability of 7001 for cost-reimbursement contracts.

Pub. L. 85-804 are moot. DoD could broadly apply it to I
environmental remediation contracts without legal Scope of Coverage
challenge. However, key members of Congress have
challenged the propriety of its use for that purpose, and 10 U.S.C.A. 12354 provides for indemnification I
a Senate amendment that would have specifically under DoD Research and Development contracts or
applied it to environmental restoration contracting did contracts that contain research and development
not pass. As a result of this opposition, policy makers components. Most environmental work for DoD is not
may be inhibited from using Pub. L. 85-804 for this likely to be accomplished through research and develop- I
purpose even though it cannot be legally challenged. ment contracts, but this authority would be available for

work that might be acquired in such a way. For
example, this might include testing innovative I
environmental cleanup technologies. Then, if indem-

I
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nification is needed, 02354 authority might be Antd-Defldency Act
- apprpit for such work.

i fThis form of indemnification is not exempted from
Both DoD and EPA expect that innovative the Anti-Deficiency Act. Upon approval of the secretary

technology will accelerate the cleanup program, improve of the affected military department, payments may be
pollution prevention efforts, and save money over the made from funds obligated for the performance of the
long run. Both agencies support a research and contract concerned, funds available for research or
developm•t program aimed at delivering innovative development, or both, and not otherwise obligated, or
cleanup techniques to the field as soon as possible. 31,32  funds appropriated for those payments.31 Funds
DoD's Strategic Environmental Research and Develop- available for research and development for military
ment Program is designed to facilitate the introduction departments total in the billions of dollars annually,

of new environmental technology into the DoD's some of which could be reprogrammed to meet
operations and cleanup actions. EPA's SITE (Superfund indemnification obligations under this authority.
Innovative Technology Evaluation) program is funded
by various sources and engages in cooperative agree- Timeframe
ments with federal installations to test its technology.

Indemnification may extend to third-party claims,33  clause shall survive the termination, expiration, or
contractor property loss or damage, and government completion of the contracL39
property loss or damage arising out of risks defined in
the contract as unusually hazardous.34 However, some Qualiflcatons

courts might rule, as they have in the context of
CERCLA, that cleanup costs are not property dam- This authority is limited to contracts for DoD
ages.35 Indemnification under § 2354 may be extended research and development. Loss or damages to the
to subcontractors,36 and could include claims or losses contractor's property is covered to the extent that the
based on strict liability. Contracts involving both liability, loss, or damage results from a risk that the
research and development and other work may provide contract defines as unusually hazardous.40

for indemnification under the authority of both § 2354
and Pub. L. 85-804. Pub. L. 85-804 would apply only to Administrative Requirements
work to which 02354 does not apply. 37 Indemnification
authority may flow down to lower tiers of subcontractors The specific unusually hazardous risks to be
upon the contracting office's prior approval, indemnified must be defined and submitted for approval

with the request for authorization to grant indemni-
Exduslom fication during the contract formation process. Once a

claim has been filed, it must be certified as just and
Claims must not be compensated by insurance, reasonable by the secretary of the department or aS designated representative.
Loss or damage must not result from willful

misconduct or lack of good faith on the part of any of CERCLA §119(c)
the contractor's directors, officers, managers, super-
intendents or other equivalent representatives who have Regulatory Provison
supervision or direction of (1) substantially all of the
contractor's business, (2) substantially all of the contrac- On 25 January 1993, EPA issued regulations in the
tor's operations at any one plant or separate location Federal Register, vol. 58, No. 14 that implemented
where this contract is being performed, or (3) a separate CERCLA § 119(c). Other federal agencies offering
and complete major industrial operation connected with indemnification under this authority must not be incon-
the performance of this contract. sistent with EPA's guidelines.41 These somewhat restric-

tive guidelines replace earlier interim guidelines under
Claims must not be for a liability assumed under which EPA entered into over 1,000 indemnification

any other contract or agreement unless approved by the agreements with Superfund contractors (RACs). 42

contracting officer.

9
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SOpe of Coverag, of a RAC, except that RACs are associated only with
NPL facilities when performing remedial actions, or are

CERCLA 1 119 has two key provisions related to carrying out removal actions. 3
RACs: I 119(a) excludes RACs from liability under
CERCLA or my other federal law for injuries, costs, CERCLA 119(c)50 provides DoD with limited
danage, expenses, or other liability related to relases or disretionary authority5s' to indemnify RACs. Because I
threats of release stemming from non-negligent actions most DoD facilities requiring remedial action ae not on
taken by the RAC in a response action, while I 119(c) the NFL, J 119(c) indemnification authority is not
provides for discretionary indemnification against available for most DoD remedial action contracts.
liability arising from negligence for which insurance is Regarding removal actions, EPA has interpreted the
not othdwise available, language of CERCLA I 119(c) to extend indemnifica-

tion authority to contractors performing removal actions
CERCLA I 119(a) povides that, with respect to at any site, regardless of NPL status. EPA has

releases of hazardous substances, pollutants, or indemnified ARCS (Alternative Remedial Contracting

contaminats, RACs that are not negligent are exempt Strategies) contractors performing at non-NPL sites
from liability under CERCLA or any federal law to any under this interpretation. I
person for injuries, costs, damages, expenses, or other
liability (including contribution) that result from such a Of DoDs 1,800 installations to which DERP
release. Thus, RACs are pwotected from strict liability applies, 101 are on the NPL.52 Since most installations
under CERCLA, Resource Conservation and Recovery have more than a single site, and the NPL installations I
Act (RCRA), and other federal laws, 43 but not under have more actual sites than the average installation,
state laws. T"nis protection exists so long as the release sites located on DoD's NPL installations comprise about
was not caused by the contractor's negligence, gross 22 percent of DoD's total sites requiring remediation.
negligence, or intentional misconduct. 44 Also, since the Hazard Ranking System53 was applied to

all DoD installations, only the most contaminated
CERCLA I 119(c) provides discretionary authority installations achieved a sufficiently high score to a

to offer indemnification to RACs against claims based warrant listing on the NPL. Therefore, the installations
on negligence under both federal and state law. Where where § 119(c) authority does apply, i.e., the NPL
indemnification is authorized under CERCLA I 119(c), installations, are likely to be the worst cases. About
RACs may be covered for their negligence in perform- 78 percent of the DoD sites, however, are non-NPL sitesI
ing response actions; however, no coverage is afforded and I 119(c) does not apply to contractors working on
for instances where third-party claims liability arises remedial action at these sites.
from the application of strict liability, gross negligence, I
intentional misconduct or other theories of liability. This The General Accounting Office (GAO) asserts that
level of indemnification is permissible only if the RAC CERCLA § 119(c) should be used by authorized federal
is unable to obtain adequate insurance at a fair and agencies to indemnify contractors, rather than the agen-
reasonable price.4 Indemnification agreements under cies' general contracting authority. 54 See Chapter 5 for aI
I 119(c) must include deductibles (amounts to be paid discussion on federal agency indemnification practices.
by the contractors), and must also limit the amount of
indemnifi o. 46 Claims payments under the indemni- Exclusion
fication authority we subject to cost recovery.

RACs may not be indemnified for their gross
The term "RAC"47 in §119(c) refers to a specific negligence or intentional misconduct, nor to state law

set of contractors who carry out remedial actions 4 at claims based on strict liability.55 The indemnification
NPL sites, conduct removal actions, or provide evalu- authority of CECLA I 119(c) does not extend to the
atlo1, planning, engineering, surveying and mapping, activities of RACs perfonned uiqe RCRA programs.
design, construction, equipment, or any ancillary 1
services for NPL sites or removal actions. This is a Other significant limitations are found in EPA's
subset of the group, "environmental restoration 25 January 1993 final guidelines on Superfund
contractors," as identified in the introduction of this Response Action Contractor Indemnification. 56 The
repoa. 49 The functions of an "environmental restoration guidelines state that EPA does not intend to offer
contractor" as identified in 5332, correspond with those indemnification agreements in its future solicitations
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unless a solicitation does not produce adequate a way not inconsistent with the EPA's guidelines, it is
competition because of the absence of indemnification 57  uncertain that a lack of adequate competition must be

, In the event that this should occur, a new or amended demonstrated in exactly the manner that EPA regula-
solicitation may be issued with indemnification tions require before I 119(c) can be applied by DoD.
coverage.5s EPA has also established indemnification Withdrawing an initial solicitation when response is
limits and deductibles that are linked on a sliding scale, meager and then reissuing it with an indemnification
with the maximum limit for most contractors set at provision will lengthen the procurement process further.

$50 million."i ~SUMMARY OF AUTHORITlFS

DoD may use this authority in its contracts, but the

indemnification agreement must not be inconsistent Table 2-1 summarizes the primary attributes of the
with EPA guidelines. EPA's analysis states that authorities available to DoD to indemnify environmental
agreemnts established by other agencies may contain restoration contractors.
numerical values that differ from those in its guidelines

and that those differences would not necessarily make Pub. L. 85-804 provides DoD with broad,
those agreements inconsistent with the guidelines.60 discretionary authority to indemnify contractors
Therefore, some flexibility exists to tailor the agreement performing unusually hazardous activities if indemni-
to suit DoD's circumstances within the guidance. fication would facilitate the national defense. Although

this authority has been used sparingly in other£= Anti-Defilency Act hazardous defense-related situations, it is available for
use, to a limited practical extent, on environmental

Indemnification under § 119(c) is not subject to the restoration contracts if the need arises. While the use of£ Anti-Deficiency Act. However, amounts expended pur- the authority is discretionary, the criteria for its
suant to I 119(c) for indemnification of any RAC shall application are specific and may be difficult to meet in
be considered government response costs and those many instances of DoD environmental restoration
agencies using § 119(c) indemnification must use their contracts. It may also be difficult to rationalize its
own appropriations to pay indemnification costs. 6 1  applicability to cleanup of closing bases since their

future use will be for civilian purposes rather than
Timeframe actually in the "national defense." Procedural

complexity and a tradition of sparing use may serve to
The term of coverage under EPA guidelines is limit the authority's practical applicability to the increas-

limited to the period of contract performance plus ten ing number of environmental restoration contracts and
years.62 This could be changed if DoD uses CERCLA the expanding scope of the work that is being
1119(c) indemnification to fit DoD's requirements. accomplished. Application of Pub. L. 85-804 is

discretionary and not subject to judicial review.
Qualfiatlons However, Congress reviews its use, and key members of

Congress have expressed substantial opposition to
Under § 119(c), DoD may indemnify only environ- employing it to indemnify environmental restoration

mental restoration contractors performing remedial contractors.
actions at DoD facilities listed on the NPL, removal
actions at any site, and other related work at such sites. 52354 is powerful but very limited in its

EPA's analysis states "...the statute provides no application since it applies only to research and
authority for the indemnification of contractors under development work.
CERCLA I 119(c) performing remedial actions at sites
that are not on the National Priorities List."6 3  CERCLA § 119(c) is available to indemnify RACs

performing remedial action on NPL sites. Indemnifi-I Adminitrative Requfrenments cation for RACs performing removal actions under
CERCLA § 119(c) has been interpreted as being

Before indemnification can be provided, EPA's available at any site. The statutory definition of "RACs"
guidelines require that the unavailability of contractors is less encompassing than that of "environmental resto-
willing to work without indemnification must be dem- ration contractor" as called for in § 332. Indemnification
onstrated.64 While DoD may use I 119(c), if needed, in for contractors performing remedial actions under
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CERCIA 1 119(c) applies at the less than 6 percent of ENDNOTES:
DoD installations listed on the NPL. Since NPL instal-
lions we the most etnsivey c and have IThe la "response action contractor" refer to my
more actedl ds/e than the average installation, the sites peron who enters into a response action econatra with

on DoD's NPL installations comprise about 22percent respect to my release or threatened release of a
SDoD'f total sites requirng remediation. Also, hazardous substance, pollutant, or contaminant from a
theawd Ranking SystemOs was applied to all DoD facility and is carrying out such a contract person,

idsaIlaIoes, and ouly the worst installations achieved a public, or non-profit private entity, conducting a field
su y high scare to be listed on the NPL. Thus, the demonstmtion pursuant to I 9660(b); and any person
installadons where this authority does apply for who is retained or hired by a person described above to
remedial actions we likely to be the wort cm. provide any services to a response action.
Nonetmeless, a significant majority of DoD sifes do not
meet the criteria for use of CERCIA§I1g(c) 250U.S.C.A.§1431(West1991&Supp. 1993).
indemnification in the case of remedial actions and
related wodk at such sites. Additionally, EPA's 310 U.S.C.A. 2354 (West 1993).
guidelines (e.g., the multiple solicitation requirement)
impose administrative obstacles to the efficient 442 U.S.C.A. I 9619 (West 1983 & Supp. 1993).
mplementation of its use in DoD.

5This report deals only with contract indemnity and
does not discuss tort indemnity. See generally Cities
Service Co. v. Lee-Vac, Ltd., 761 F.2d 238, 240-415 (5th Cir. 1985).

""bere are instances of the environmental restoration
contractors indemnifying the government for certain
liabilities under certain circumstances, but these are
not addressed here.

I 7See generally 42 C.J.S. Indemnity § 2 (1991 & Supp.
1993). Some courts distinguish the terms "indemnify
against liability," "indemnify against loss," and "hold
harmless." See New York Cent. R.R.. Co. v. General
Motors Corp., 182 F. Supp. 273, 290-91, (N.D. Ohio
1960). (Indemnification against liability would provide
a contractor with the right to recover from the United
States as soon as the contractor's liability had become
fixed and established, even though the contractor had
not yet sustained actual loss or damage. Indemni-
fication against loss would give a contractor the right
to recover from the United States oily when it had
made payment or otherwise suffered an actual loss or
damage covered by the indemniiation ageement. To
hold harmless would be to assume all expenses incident
to the defense of my claim in addition to fully
cou8msating the contractor for all loss or expense.)5For puposes of this report, these terms ae treated as
synonymous with the tam "indemnify."

ICovered events me defined in the contract. An example
of a covered event might be the explosion of rocket
propellants in a contract to manufacture rockets.

1
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ENDt4OMT (CowhauaI): ENDNOChS (Camihueed):5

9 See generally U.S. General Accounting Ofice, Offie MLAUff to Hon. La. Aspm from Hon. Mike Synar,
of General Coutsel, Principles of Federal Appro- dated 6 August 1992 (see Appendix 1).
prilions Law, 6-41 (1982). 21FAR 52.50-1(d).

1031 U.S.C.A. 51341 (West 1983 & Supp. 1993).

Ilin re U.S. Park Police Indemnilation Agreement, B- 22FAR 50402(a).1

242146, 16 August 1991 (unpublished); In re 2340 C.F.R 260-270 (1992).
Assumptio by Gowrnment of Contractor Liability to
TMrd Persons, 62 Conp-Gen. 361, 364-65 (1983). u56Fed. Rg. 5068(1991).

12see National Defense Contract Act, Pub. L. 85-804, 25Exeutive Order No. 10789 IA(a), 23 Fed. Reg 8897

10 U.S.C.A. 1 2354 (West 1993) and CERCLA, (1958), reprinted as amended in 50 U.S.C.A. 51431
42 U.S.C.A. 59619 (West 1983 & Supp. 1993). (West 1991); FAR 50.401. DoD has consistently

maintained that indemnification should only be
13See 10 U.S.C.A. 52354 (West 1993). provided when contractors are unable to obtain

adequate commercial insurance to cover the unusually 3
t 4Hamilton, Lee Govenunent$ Hidden Risks, Journal of hazardous risks of performing certain government

Commerce, 30 October 1989. contracts. See HR. REP. No. 2232, 85th, Cong., 2d
Seas. 6 (1958) ("whe Department of Defense and the 5

"Islt is also very important that use of indemnifation committee believe, therefore, that to the exvent that
no reduce the incentive for contators to perform commercial insurance is unavailable, the risk of loss
high-quality, safe work. See Department of Defense should be borne by the United Sates) [emphasis
Remedial Action Contractor Liability and supplied].
indemniftcation" Hearing Before the Environmental
Restoration Panel of the House Comm. on Armed 26Letter to Hon. John Dingell from American Law
Services, 102nd Cong., 2nd Sens. 105 (1992). Division, Congressional Research Service, Whether

PL 85-804 Authorizes Federal Defense Agencies to
1650 U.S.C.A. 51431 (West 1991). Indemnfy Hazardous Waste Cleanup Contractors,

"t 7Executive Order No. 10789, 23 Fed. Reg 8897 (1958), 27 August 1992 (see Appendix 1).

reprinted as amended in 50 U.S.C.A. 5 1431 (West 271&e to Hon. John Dingeil from American Law
1991). Division, Congressional Research Service, Whether

PL 85-804 Authorizes Federal Defense Agencies to
"IsConcer about the breadth of the powers generally and Indemnify Hazardous Waste Cleanup Contractors,

the posible creation of "enormous contingent 27 August 1992 (see Appendix 1).
liabilities" unider the -indem nification provisions led to
the perception that "these powers should be stutected 2SMemorandum to Deputy Under Secretary of Defense
to the scrutdy of the entire Congress and the public." for Environment, from William Mc•owm, Office
HR. REP. No. 2232, 85th Cong., 2d Ses. 2, 7 (1958). of Judge Advocate General, dated 5 May 1993 (see
'bis "wnufny" took the form of the statutory Appendix 1).

ements tha Pub. L. 85-804 actions be mlde a
mats w of public record, 50 U.S.C.A. 1 1433(a), and "Coastal Corp. v. United States, 713 F.2d 728,731
that all such acnm be reported annually to Congress (Fed. Cir. 1983). U
md published in the Congressional RecorA50 U.S.C.A. 51434 (West 1991 & Supp. 1993). 3050 U.S.C.A. 51434 (West 1991).

'ILetter to Hon. LeW Aspin from Hon. John D. Dingell, 31DoD Defense Environmental Restoration Program 1
et. al., dated 15 September 1992 (see Appendix 1). Annual Report to Congress for FY 1992, (see

page 54), April 1993. 3
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ENDNOTE (Cointhsed): ENDNOTES (Coutnaewd):

I 32EPA Superftwud Innovatiw Technology Evaluation 4542 U.S.C.A. I 9619(cX4) (West 1983 & Supp. 1993).
(SHTE) Program -Technology Profiles, Oftice of
Research and Developlonct, EPA54(V-90M), 4642 U.S.C.A. I 9619(c)XSXB) (West 1983 & Supp.I Novanber 1990. 1993).

"33FARS 252.235-7000 Wb and 252.235-7001 (b). The 47See 42 U.S.C.A. I 9619(eXl),(2) (West 1983 & Supp.3 dames, do not directly address contractor pollution 1993).
liability, which in some instances might be mom~
extensive than the *loss damage, or lost use of 481n 42 U.S.C.A. 1 9601 (24), the term *remedial
piupertyu covered in the clauses action" is defined as action consistent with aI permanent semedy taken in the event of a release or

3410 U.S.C.A. I02354(a) (West 1983). As with indemni- threatened release of a hazardous substance into the
ficatiom uinder Pub. L. 85-804, it is unlikely that environment. The deflinition of "removal" in
routine cleanup activity involving chemical residues 42 U.S.C.A. 1 9601 (23) deals with actions of a
similar to those found in the commercial secto would tempry nature. See Amland Properties Corp. v.
generally qualify as an unusually hazardous activity. Aluminum Co. of America, 711 F. Supp. 784, 794-95

£ ~ ~~3For example, some courts disagree whether c (.NJ.199)
costs constitute damages within the meaning of a 49National Defense Authorization Act for Fiscal Year
liability insurance policy requiring the insurer to pay 1993, Pub. L. 102-484, 0332 (1993).I damages that the insured becomnes legally obligated to
pay because of property damage. Continental 50TI~s section, 42 U.S.C.A. 19619 (West 1983 & Supp.
Insurance Conpanies v. NEPACCO, 842 F.2d 977 1993), was added by the Superfund Amendments and
(8th Cir.) cert. denied, 109 U.S. 66 (1988). cited in, Rcautbouization Act of 1986 (SARA) and is
Seymour, John F., Indemnifi cation of Cleanup sometimes referred to as Superftind idmiiain
Contractors at Federal Facilities, 1993 (See
Apeni 1). SiThe Secretaiy of Defense was delegated limited 0119

authority by Executive Order No. 12580, 52 Fed. Reg.
36DFARS 252.235-7000(b); 252.235-7001(i). 2923 (1987).

3 7Pub. L. 85-804 would apply to the non-research and 52DoD Defense Environmental Restoration program
development work; 10 U.S.C.A. 02354 would apply to Annual Report to Congress for FY' 1992 (see page 5,
research and development work. DFARS 235.070-2. paragraph 1), April 1993.

I 3810 U.S.C.A. I 2354(d) (West 1983). 5340 C.F.. part 300, Appendix A "Thbe Hazard

"3DFARS 252.7000(j), DFARS 252.7001(k). xdgSytm(19)
54D0E nmangement-Consistent Cleanup Indem-

40DFARS 252.235-7000(c). nifiaton Polic- Is Needed. GAOIRCED-93-167.

415 rId. Reg. 5987 (19).542 U.S.C.A. 0 9619 (West 1983 & Sapp. 1993).
1 9619(a) eliminated RAC liability under federalla

42Supe-flood-Contractrs are Being Too Lierally for remedial activities, absent contracor negligence or
Indemnifid by Mhe Government, GA(WCED-89-160. misconduct, but did not pre-empt claims arising uneI3e~W onFInencto fCa stat law. I 9619(c) authorizes indemnniflation of

43Semou, Jhn F, Idemifiatio ofClenup RACs for liability booed on negligence, but not for
Contractors at Federal Facilities, 1993 (see liability booed on gross negligence, intentional mis-I Appendix 1). conduct, or strict liability, and als does not pre-empt

4458Fed.Reg 597 (193).stale law claims. See 58 Fed. Reg. 5978 (1993).
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ENDNOMM (Coaftuud): E24DNOTES (Camdbus):

M5 8 Fed. kg. 5972 (1993). EPA was delegated the 6540 C.FJ. Part 300, Appendix A "rhe Hazard
rsVpmubility under I 9619(cX7) to pmrmulgate regu- RaPking System" (1992).
letelam for demnfifcaonlw by Executive Order
No. 12580,52 Fed. Reg. 2923 (1987).

S758 Fed. kg. 5972 (1993). EPA Was delegated the
na -ibility mder I 9619(cX7) to prmulgaie gu- i
hi=m for indemnification by Excective Order

No. 12580, 52 Fed. Reg. 2923 (1987).

5258 Fed. Rg. 5974 (1993).

-"58 Fed. Reg. 5985-46 (1993). Contractors may nego-
tiate on the limit and deductible, but the upper limit
they may select is determined by the dollar amount of
the contract. Coverage of $75 million is the top limit,
and is available only for contractors with contracts
longer than five years. The top limit for all other
cntractors is $50 million. The deductibles are
equivalent to I percent of the limit amount for fimits
of $25 million or below, and 2 percent if the limit U
amount is $50 million. Amounts above $50 million
ae subject to a doilar-for-dollma copsyment by the
conctor. Lower deductibles am available for i
innovative technology contractors. Contractors have
generally adopted the view that the EPA guidelines
set the amount of Ildemnificatio too low, the
deductibles too high, and the time duration too shout.
See e.g., Deparaet of Defense Remedial Action
Contractor Liability and Indmf4#catio.L" Hearing
Before the Environmental Restoration Panel of the
House Comm. on Armed Services, 102nd Cong., 2nd
Sens. 105 (1992).

6058 Fed. eg. 5979 (1993).

"6142 U.S.C.A. I 9619(cX3) (West 1983 & Supp. 1993).
EPA guidelines also stae hat if other federal agencies
Indemnify conacton under 1 119, those agencies
mMt use theIr own ap•ppions to pay all
hrndumnlflcdon coms. 58 Fed. Reg. 5987"(1993).

62The tUe of,---demnIficaton extends for ten years after
mlotion of the contract.

6358 Fed keg. 5979(1993).

"6458 Fed Reg. 5979 (1993). I
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S IChapter 3: Adequacy of Competition
Response to § 332, Paragaphs (2) and (3)

I h (2): The extet to whkh the and cleanup, the exposure to liability may increase as
autortls rioerred to In paragraph (1) are available activities that disturb, remove, treat, transport, or
to ensure adequte competition and qualified dispose of wastes take place. While current data isUimbtaclon for actiom not governed by the limited to case studies, the representatives of the
Comprehudve Envhonmental IRmponse, Compe.- contractor community, and certain large firms in par-
sadorn and Liability Act of 198 (42 US.C.A. 9601 et ticular, state that these combinations of circumstances
seq.), and the etent to which additional authority to make their continued competition for DoD environ-
ensure adequate competition and qualified con. mental restoration contracts too risky. On the other
tractmo I necessary for such actiosn& hand, finns appearing on the Environment Today's2 list

MParraph (3): TMe tent to whik the of the top 100 environmental contracting companies

loodemnMlcadlon autbhri provided In § 119 of the routinely appear as bidders and winners on DoD

C o ve Enviro a Respo , environmental restoration contracts.

sadion, and Liability Act of 1980 Is necessary to o t of DoD, competition in
ensure adequate competition and qualified con- environmental restoration contracting is desirable to
tractors to perform remedial action at military obtain the best value. To date, DoD has had no difficulty
Installtoms listed on the National Priorities List or in obtaining sufficient numbers of qualified bidders forS removal actions pursuant to such Act environmental restoration work without offering indem-

SYNOPSIS nification. However, there are indications that major
DoD contractors and many large environmental firms

Environmental restoration at DoD sites is addressed are not participating in DoD environmental restoration

via DERP. Although conducted in accordance with work. It is unknown whether these segments are

RCLAI response actions undertaken by this program declining to bid because of indemnification issues, or

areR rot limited to CERCLA NPL sites. As noted in whether these segments could provide better value to the

Chapter 2, the great majority of DoD installations are environmental restoration efforts of DoD. Several large

not listed on the NPL, and thus may not be eligible for acquisitions currently under way may provide DoD an

the indemnification provided in CERCLA § 119. In opportunity to better evaluate the issue of adequate

other repects, the qualitative differences between NPL competition, including whether there is, indeed, a

and non-NPL sites are minimal, and the issues relationship between indemnification and the level of

regarding competition and quality of contractors a competition. The limited evidence to date from EPA and

common to both situations. Therefore, DoD has chosen the state of New Jersey, both of whom routinely offered

to respond to Paragraphs (2) and (3) together. There is a indemnification in the past but no longer do so,

common question addressed in the two paragraphs: To indicates that there is no noticeable relationship between

what extent is indemnification needed to ensure indemnification and the level of competition.

adequate competition and qualified contractors? CURRENT DATA ON CONTRACTING AND

To respond to these issues, DoD has examined the INDEMNIFICATION

available data regarding contracting and indemnifi- ND has not provided indemnification to
cation, and has looked at the relationship between risk environmental restoration contractors, so the evidence
management and competition. A review of the status Of will be limited to the results of competitions conducted
the DoD restoation program, an anaysis of the risks without iL (Examples of DoD's use of the indemnifica-
asociated with environmental restoration, and a survey tion authorities described in Chapter 2 are contained in

of the characteristcs of the contractor community were
undertaken to further define adequate competition and Chapters 5 and 7).
qualifiedcon s. The DoD Components provided procurement

DERP has yet to face the majority of its remedial information and data to this study for purposes of

actions, but is rapidly approaching a shift in the helping ascertain whether adequate competition cur-

program where remediation dominates contract solicita. rently exists for environmental contracts and to whatg tions. Although risks arise in all phaies of investigation extent indemnification is needed to ensure that it exists.
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The data was provided in response to an information fication offered by the Air Force and suggested the
request from the Office of the Assistant Secretary of inclusion of some type of risk-sharing mechanism. 5 This I
Defense (Environmental) (OASD[E]). 3 The data pro- solicitation is currently in the source selection process.
vided is highly variable in coverage and completeness Once the source selection process is complete, DoD can
among the components. The Navy provided the most perform an analysis of the number and type of
compreensive data set, which contained considerable respondents and a comparison of the respondents to
data on their environmental contracts. These included commenters. This analysis will help DoD further define
data for both architect-engineer and construction the impact indemnification, or the lack thereof, has on
contracts that were both fixed-price and cost- the contracting process. I
rnim eiaent contract types.

In the course of developing guidelines for
TIe Defense Logistics Agency provided no data on indemnification under CERCLA § 119, EPA also I

its environmental contracting, stating that since indem- examined the issue of the impact of indemnification on
nification was not an issue in their contracting efforts, contracting. Acknowledging the limited data then
there was no need to provide additional information, available, EPA requested additional information from
The Air Force and Army provided summary level the contracting community. Despite a large number of U
information on the environmental contracts awarded in comments on their proposed guidelines, EPA received
their respective services over a limited time period and no additional factual data supportive of any particular
only at the command or service center level, indemnification policy. EPA's final guidelines were

based on an attempt to ensure an adequate pool of con-
For the solicitations reported on by the DoD tractors balanced against EPA's financial responsibility

Components, only 2 of 78 solicitations received as few for Superfund moneys. 6

as two respondents, whereas most had ten or more. This
pattern held for contracts ranging from $5 million to Subsequent to the publication of the final EPA
$260 million.4  guidelines, which provide no indemnification in new

procurements, EPA awarded 9 remedial design contracts I
The data provided by the DoD Components (totaling $3.7 million) and 11 remedial action contracts

indicates that, in general, adequate competition and (totaling $100 million). Each contract received adequate
qualified contractors have been the norm to date for competition according to EPA's standards and was I
DoD environmental restoration work. This has occurred awarded without the offer of indemnification. EPA has
without the need to exercise the indemnification three solicitations for environmental restoration work in
authorities available to DoD, such as CERCLA § 119 or progress, with indications that they will result in
Pub. L. 85-804. For this reason, DoD has not sought sufficient competition despite not offering indemnifica-
additional indemnification authority. tion.7 One implication of EPA's recent experience with

the new guidelines is that, for all practical purposes,
However, the data referred to above do not indemnification terms are no different for EPA or DoD 1

necessarily demonstrate what impact the lack of indem- contract solicitations. Contractors operating in the
nification may have had on the contracting process, or federal arena that could previously obtain indemni-
may have in the future. For example, it is difficult to fication for EPA work under CERCLA § 119, and
obtain information on companies that refused to bid thereby avoid the uncertain liabilities associated with
became indemnification was not offered. In addition, DoD work, now face similar risks in either program.
there have been few solicitations to date for major Whether this will result in increased compeition for
remedial action contracts; this inhibits the extrapolation DoD work is unknown at the present time. I
of the currently available data to future conditions.
Therefore, DoD examined specific solicitations where Some data on the adequacy of competition is
some of these issues were raised. available from those states offering indemnification. For U

example, New Jersey offered indemnification in the past
The Air Force Center for Environmental Excellence and then ceased offering it. The state has not observed

at Brooks Air Force Base published a draft request for any decline in the number or quality of firms responding
propoals for a large ($1.1 billion) remediation project to environmental restoration solicitations, although a I
Approximately one half of the comments submitted in few individual firms may now decline to bid. (This issue
respone expressed concern over the lack of indemni- is discussed in more detail in Chapter 5). 3
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RISK MANAGEMENT AND COMPETITION refusing certain types of work (an option open to
individual contractors8 that has not been practiced to

The available data regarding the number and date by the marketplace as a whole), creating
cmspetency of firms responding to solicitations show subsidiaries or other business strategies designed to
that adequate competition currently exists. However, the promtect the assets of the parent company,9 or performingSdata we inufficient to conclude that DoD is necessarily work in a manner that increases the certainty of
obtaining the best environmental restoration value environmental decision making. DoD insists on quality
possible, work and holds environmental restoration contractors to

a high standard of performance. However, certainty is
Competition must be thought of not only in terms of often an unattainable goal in environmental work, either

the number of respondents, but also whether the in the determination of the nature and extent co
compaies with the right qualifications are responding. contamination or the selection of an appropriate reume-

g Indeed, the issues of competition and quality of dial technology. Extending the investigation phase of
respondent are inseparable in this context. As a result, site restoration in an attempt to achieve certainty in an
both DoD and the contractor community have vested uncertain environment and avoiding innovative techno-
interests in increasing competition for remedial action logies and solutions that may carry a higher risk of
contracts. For DoD, increased competition means better failure are strategies that may be taken by the contractor

application of cleanup technologies, including innova- in an effort to minimize its liability. These strategies
tive technologies, at the most reasonable price to the have drawbacks both for the contractor community and
government. For the contractor community, increased the government. An overly conservative approach to
competition is an indicator of a more favorable business cleanup is no guarantee against possible future liability
environment, one in which contractors freely enter the for the contractor, nor is it always consistent with DoD
market and are willing to propose innovative solutions goals of using the most effective technologies, including
to hazardous waste problems. In order to examine this innovative technologies, to expedite cleanup in a man-
issue in more detail, the relationships between risk, ner protective of human health and the environment.
competition, and quality of contractors must be
explored. Some members of the contractor community have

expressed concern about their ability to compete on
The issue of adequate competition in the future remedial action contracts without access to some

environmental restoration marketplace is linked to a type of risk management. This is not a universal
company's ability to manage risk-in this case, the risks concern, as evidenced by the number of firms that do
associated with the various liabilities a company is compete, but has been strongly expressed by a few
exposed to in the course of performing environmental prominent firms and trade associations. The remedy
restoration. There are two broad strategies a company discussed most often is some form of indemnification.
has for dealing with risk it does not wish to assume: To fully consider the need for indemnificationand its
(1) reduce or shift the penalties that might accrue from impact on competition, it is necessary to assess if the
realized liabilities, or (2) reduce exposure to liability, adequate competition shown by the current data is likely

to be maintained in the future as the restoration program
The firs strategy for risk management has focused matures. This can be done by examining (1) the

on the purchase of insurance (where available and progression of the restoration program from
adequate) and indmnifiaon to limit the financial risk investigation to cleanup, (2) the opportunities for
to enviromnental restoration conuactors. Because exposure to liabilities, and (3) the character of the
insurmace may be difficlt to obtain at a reasonable price environmental restoration contactor community.
and have significant limitations in its coverage, it
generally has not been a practical solution to the issue Conventional wisdom regarding the impact of
(see Chapter 6). In addition, indemnificatio has not liability on competition within the restoration contractor
been widely povided, community rests on three main assumptions. First, that

the majority of contracts let to date in the DoD environ-
The inadequacy or unavailability of strategies for mental restoration program deal with the investigation

shifting the burden of liability leaves the concerned phase, and that as the program matures, more and more
contractor with the only remaining option--reducing work will be done in the cleanup arena. Secondly, it has
exposure to liability. This can be accomplished by been assumed that exposure to liability increases as the
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program proceeds. That is, remedial design and reme- PROGRAM RISKS
dial action contractors performing cleanup wock are I
assumed to be at greater risk than are contractors The basic elements of the overall environmental
performing the investigation work associated with restoration program include investigation, design,
preliminry uasessment/site investigation or remedial construction, and operatiun and maintenance. The latter
invesgatla .sibility study (R1/FS) prqects. Finally, three of these comprise the cleanup piase. Within each
became of the unique qualities that a diverse population of these elements, a variety of prime contractors and
of firms can apply to the probim, it is argued that both subcontractors are involved in such functions as
large and small firms will be required for the successful surveying, sampling, drilling wells, designing and I
completion of remedial projects. The characteristics of building remedies ranging in complexity from earthen
those segments of the contracting community, the walls to sophisticated, treatment plants, transporting and
determination of their ability to compete, and an disposing wastes, and operating and maintaining I
examination of the current makeup of the remedial treatment systems.
action contactors already under contract will help
determine whether DoD is attracting sufficient con- The liabilities that contractors may be exposed to
tractors with the right qualifications, are discussed in greater detail in Chapter 4. Simply put,

liabilities can be incurred at any phase of the restoration
PROGRESS OF THE DEFENSE ENVIRONMENTAL program. They may result from the disturbance,
RESTORATION PROGRAM removal, transport, or disposal of hazardous substances, I

any of which can result in releases to the environment
DoD has made significant progress in moving the and create liability for cleanup costs, or for property

environmental restoration program into the remediation damage or personal injury (tcw. damages). Professional
phase. Looking at data presented in DERPs Annual liability can result from the implementation of a
Reports to Congress for Fiscal Years 1990, 1991, and remedial design that ultimately fails to contain wastes,
1992, the number of site investigations planned despite the application of best business principles and
continues to decline (from 1,263 in 1990 to 757 in practices. 1
1992), as sites move into the RI/FS phase.1 Remedial
desigan/emedial action (RD/RA) continues to account Because of the inherent uncertainty involved while
for larger and larger percentages of the activity under the nature and extent of contamination is still being I
way at all bases. However, the number of RA activities explored, negligence on the part of a contractor that
projected for the future still outweigh completed RD/RA results in a release to the environment can also occur at
projects by an approximate 15-to-I ratio (4,280 to the investigation phase. Several cases exist in Superfund
289).11 where groundwater contamination, for example, has

been made worse via the inadvertent actions of a con-
The shift in the program away from investigation tractor involved in drilling wells for its investigations. 12

and toward cleanup has two significant implications. However, the exposure to suit is generally assumed to U
First, regardless of the measurement used, data collected increase as waste removal, treatment, transport, or
to date on the amount of competition and the quality of disposal activities increase, and as design, construction,
contractors has only limited utility in describing future and operation of a treatment or containment system
scenarios of increased attention to actual cleanup, proceeds. The proximity to the damage, both in spece

and time, make the "hands-on" contractor a more
Second, DoD is not alone in making this shift. EPA obvious target of litigation than one at earlier stages of

and DoE w undertaking concerted efforts to remediate the multiyear cleanup process. Therefore, DoD
sites and are aLso moving towards programs dominated experience to date may not form an adequate database
by the cleanup phase. The capacity of the marketplace to from which to determine the need for indemnification as
meet all of these challenges, although not addressed in an incentive for contractors to bid on DoD work at U
this report, could affect the level of competition and the reasonable prices.
contracting strategies that must be employed to ensure
that DoD obtains the best value in environmental
restoration contracting.
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CHARACTERISTCS OF THE CONTRACTOR and has attempted to ensure their participation in the
COMMUNITY Superfund Program by liberalizing the indemnit".cation

coverage and deductibles available to them under
A look at the companies that have successfully bid CERCLA § 119.15

on environmental restoration contracts at DoD in the
put shows a range of sizes. Represented within this list Major DoD ConfaCors and Envonarntal
we several of the largest environmental engineering Rataratlon Contrcing
firm in the business, as well as several smaller firms
that may specialize in a particular technology. These In 1990, the 100 largest DoD contracting rmus had
two categores each have qulities affecting their ability DoD-elated revenues in excess of $100 billion, with the
and willingness to compete for future DoD remediation ton largest frums in excess of $50 billion. Only one of

conralcts, the ten largest DoD contracting firms has had any
significant presence in the environmental contracting

Large companies may offer several benefits to the field. Raytheon Engineers and Constructors, a subsidiary
government, particularly in the performance of large of Raytheon founded in 1993, appeared on the
remedial contracts. In theory, these companies have Environment Today's "Top 100" list of environmental
experience with large, complex projects and can bring contractors for the first time this year, weighing in at

the relevant management and technical skills to bear. number 7, with reported environmental revenues of
Serving as the focal point for the government, they can $250 million. 16

smeamline remedial efforts by coordinating the activities
of subcontractors. The largest contractors for DoD are In the DoD data examined to date, of the ten largest
primarily engaged in weapons systems development DoD contractors, only a subsidiary of one of them has
involving all the steps of the systems development life entered any bids for environmental work solicited by
cycle, from research and development through testing DoD. This was a single unsuccessful bid for a Navy
and evaluation to actual production. These firms have contract that was awarded to another bidder with a fixed
expertise in moving from conceptual notions of system price of about $500,000.17 Most of this subsidiary has
functionality to manifesting those notions in completed since been sold to another company.'s It is not clear
hardware and corresponding support infrastructure, and from the data provided why the largest DoD contractors
on the face of it, should be able to transfer that ability to have not vigorously joined the market for DoD
the environmental restoration field. Some of the larger environmental work. Some reasons might include a lack
companies, however, are the very companies most vocal of familiarity with the environmental business and a
in their expression of need for risk-sharing mechanisms scarcity of in-house expertise with the technology, or
to encourage their participation in the remedial action strategic business decisions about future growth markets
contracting arena. Their argument is twofold: they have and company positioning. How much these reasons
the most to lose in exposing assets to liability; like all versus the lack of indemnification influence the
other environmental restoration contractors, they also participation of large defense firms in environmental
have difficulty obtaining adequate insurance and surety restoration contracting remains an open question.
boding"13 for the unknown risks associated with large3rnediation projects (see Chapter 6). Mas En.vionmentad Ftirn md DoD Work

Small businesses (those with less than Many other firms prominent in the environmental
250 employees) account for 99.7 percent of all and construction business are apparently not working for
companes and 70 percent of U.S. employment.14 The DoD's environmental programs either. A preliminary
American Defense Pmpaedness Association stawes that comparison shows that only 17 firms named on the
a projects exceed $3 million (particularly envi- Environment Today's "Top 100" ist are among the

m l rati/c tui projects), small contractors' names submitted in the response to the
onractors are less likely to be able to compete. information request from the components. Again, the

Concerns over financial stability and overexposure limit responses received from the components were not
the availability of surety bonds required by the Miller comprehensive and many firms working at lower levels
Act, freezing these companies from the marketplace as (e.g., at the installation level) within the components
prime contractors. EPA has recognized the imporance may not have been reported. No attempt was made to
of these companies in providing innovative technology identify subsidiaries of companies that might be doing
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business under different names. Also, the Environment preliminary reading of this data set23 indicates that
Todays "Top 100" list is not necessarily a compre- during FY 1991 and 1992 the Navy issued 52 "cleanup 3
bensive compilation of all the major firms performing contracts" to 39 cleanup contractors for a total of
Iader contracts that could be considered as $167 million in cleanup work. On these 39 contracts,
environmental restoration work. 382 bids (and proposals) were received from

276 different contractors. Of these, the most significant I
Specck Cobsaactor Amertiom subset are those cost-reimbursement contracts for RACs.

While only 8 RAC contracts were awarded, they
Several major construction and engineering services comprise $150 million of the $167 million total dollar

coubnwtrs have stated that the risk they face in volume coutracted in this time period.

performing on DoD environmental projects is too
extreme. They often assert that because of the lack of The solicitation for RAC contracts attracted
indemnifiaion they are being asked to "bet the 70 proposals for the eight contracts that were to be
company" just to perform on DoD environmental awarded. From among the 70 proposals, five contractors
contracts, a risk they claim they will not take. Repre- were selected to receive the eight awards. One contractor
sentatives from Bechtel Corp.' 9 and EBASCO,20 both won three contracts, for a 27 percent share of the total n
among the largest engineering and construction awarded dollar amount, while another contractor won
contractors in the country, have made this assertion at two contracts for a 33 percent share of the total awarded
different times, and the National Securities Industry amount. The remaining 40 percent share was distributed I
Association articulates this point of view for the whole among the other three successful proposers. That
industry.21 However, as discussed below, both these 70 proposals were received for RAC work seems to
companies have recently bid on and won major , ind.cate that adequate competition was achieved, but it
environmental restoration contracts without iLdemni- is not evident from the data how diversified the proposer
fication being offered. population was for each of the eight contracts. Also,

since 60 percent of the RAC contract total funding was
Participation in carefu'ly selected environmental concentrated with just two contractors, it might indicate I

restoration contracts is a business decision involvv.,g a constrained market for qualified contractors willing to
many considerations including capacity utilization, participate.
staffing issues, and risk/reward considerations.
Companies sometimes weigh the risks involved with Reported Contractor Quality and Financial Strength
performing on a particular contract and conclude that,
in some situations, they can accept the risk of The Navy provided a large volume of background
participation in government environmental work data on the performance quality and finan4..ai strengtU
without contractual risk-sharing arrangements. 22 Both of many of the contractors that were successful in
Bechtel Corp. and EBASCO apparently reached that acquiring Navy cleanup contracts. 24 The data was
conclusion. Bechtel won a Navy "CLEAN" contract in provided from the Navy's Engineering Field Divisions !
April 1993 and EBASCO won a Navy Remedial Action for environmental design and remedial action types of
Contract in June 1993. Neither of these contracts work. The sample does not reflect Army or Air Force
includes indemnification provisions. The fact that experience.
Bechtel and EBASCO have accepted environmental
restoration contracts without indemnification may The following is a preliminary interpretation of the
indicate that even companies vocal in their demands for information provided by the Navy and represents a
indemnification actually will choose to bid without it reasonable explanation for the distribution of the data; it I
when preseted with a real solicitation. On the other may represent only one of many such explanations.

hand, these cases might be specific business decisions
given the current market and the particular risks of the The Navy data offer the opportunity to examine the
work to be done. quality of the work that is provided by the construction

contractors working on cleanup. Of the 340 contractor
Analysi of Navy Data evaluations reviewed, only 18 occurrences of "unsatis-

factory" were reported, while 43 instances of I
Navy data supplied in response to DoD's "outstanding" were reported. The other option on the

information request was the most detailed. A three-point scale, "satisfactory," was scored for the
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remaining 2M9 occurrences. By and large, data for this • Both large and small firms are bidding and
set of contractors shows no extreme degree of winning DoD environmental restoration
dissatsfactio with the services that ae being provided. contracts.

The Navy data also provide an opportunity to make * Major DoD contractors do not participae in
some inferences about the financial strength of the Navy DoD environmental restoration contracting.
construction contrctors used in cleanup by examining

their net wmoh as a group. The Navy contractors range 0 Contractor quality does not appear to be a
in net worth from $60 thousand to about $130 million, prbem at present.
or a range cf over three orders of magnitude. Of the
50 conmators the Navy provided information about, Contractor financial capacity, as measumd
22 had a ne worth of less than $1 million, and 43 had a by net worth, is probably insufficient to
net worth of less $5 million. 5 contractors had reported meet a maJor personal injury claim brought
net worth values in excess of $10 million, while 2 had a under the liability theories discussed in
net worth in excess of $100 million. This information Chapter 4 using internal resources only.
suggests that most Navy contractors for which the
information was provided would find it difficult to meet
a major personal injury claim, especially one involving a
number of injured parties, brought under the liability

I theories discussed in Chapter 4.

Data Analysis SummaryU

The data indicate that DoD is currently receiving
adequate numbers of responses from qualified bidders
for environmental restoration work. However, deter-

- mining the "adequacy of competition" may require more
than a simple bid count. For example, are important
segments of the contracting community declining to bid
on non-indemnified work? Would contrating with those
segments enable DoD's environmental restoration
program to progress more efficiently, providing beuer
cleanups at lower costs? If a large number of firms
decide that cleanup work exposes the contractor to
increased liabilities when compared to investigation
work, will fewer frum bid on the increasing number of
ND contracts that address actual cleanup?

Based on the limited data analyzed, there are a few
observatios dthat can be offered about competition in
DoD environmental restoration contracting that may

help provide some insight into answering these3 quesdo

a The data available are incomplete.

3 Several major environmental engineering
firms we bidding and winning Dol
environmetaJ restoration contracts. How-
ever, many more major environmental
engineering firms are not participating in
DoD environmental restoration contracting.

2
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ENDNOTES: ENDNO07S (Conenud):

SComprehensive Enviromental Response, Compensa- remediation projects that do noa offer some risk-
tido, and Liability Act, as amended by the Superfdud sharing mechanism. (Senate Hearings before the
Amendments and Reauthorization Act of 1986 Environmental Restoration Panel of the Committee on
(Suped'fd) 42 U.S.C.A. 1 9601-9671 (West 1983 & Armed Services, House of Repesentatives,
Supp. 1993). Departoent of Defense Remedial Action Contractors

7Liability and Indemniication, 10 March 1992.)2EFawroinent& Today. Vol. 4 No. 7, July 1993.

9 Te use of subsidiary corporations to assume the risks
3 OASD(E) letter dated 8 January 1993. This letter of catastrphic claims has not been tested in the

requested extensive information regarding the specific context discussed here. Such strategies have
C-0 irwo-enal contracting experience within the Ibm aple in protecting assets hrm CERCLA !
components and the question of what role, if any, liabilities, generally resulting in a less rigorous test

indemnification played in any acquisitions (see than is found in common law for "piercing the
Appendix 2). corporate veil."

4 See Appendix 2. I1Because DoD has updated its record keeping to remain
consistent with changes in the Superfund program

5 MemoDandinn for Deputy Assistant Secretary (such as the introduction of the Superfund Accelerated
(Environment), from Gary D. Vest, Deputy Assistant Cleanup Model), terminologies and data types are not
Secretary of the Air Force (Environment, Safety and strictly comparable from one report to the next.
Occupational Health), undated (see Appendix 1). Ds1t Defense Environmental Restoration Program, Annual

6 SuWpr d Response Action Contractor Indemnifi- Report to Congress for Fiscal Year 1992, April 1993.
cation, Final Guidelines, 58 Fed. Reg. 5972 (1993). 12For example, in responding to comments on the I

SSunmmary of Competition without Indemnification in proposed NPL listing of FCX, Inc. (SurOLut
FY93, EPA memoradum dated 22 October 1993 (see Document for the Revised National Priorities List
Ap- ndix2). Final Rule, February 1990), EPA agreed that the 1

contaminant caprolactam had been introduced into the
* The National Constructors Association (NCA), in a groundwater during field activities. In the same

statement for the record before the Readiness, document, responding to comments on the pmposed I
Susainabilty & Support Subcommnittee of the listing of" Heena Chemical, EPA noted that a

Committee on Armed Services concerning the monitoring well had been installed through fill
Environmental Restoration Program and Contractor material, and that this action could have facilitated the
Liability Issues (12 May 1992), claims that contrac- contamination of groundwater. I
ton we -walking away from Defense Department
remedialon contractors which do not offer adequate 3lWhe Miller Act requires performance and payment
liability proctions." NCA cites one specific case in bonds for any construction contract exceeding I
which EBASCO refused to sip a Navy RAC contract $25,000. Surety bonding ensures that the contractor's
becaume FAR clause 52-228-7 (offering cost obligation to the government will be met. Surety firms
reimbwnememn) was "so severely restricted as to look at a contractor's record, financial capacity,
affod virtually no protection to the contractor." experience, insurance coverage, ad other factors to
Bechtel, IT Coporation, Lockheed, and Martin ensure contracts go only to qualified contractors.
Marietta have expressae smilaw positions in testimony Performance bonds guarantee full and faithful
to Congress, namely that these corporations will not fulfillment of contract requirements. Payment bonds
bid or would bid on a very selective basis on DoD guarantee payment to suppliers and subcontractors.

I
I
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£ ENDNOWS (Ceutimmed): ENDNOME (Comntined):
14LL General Lawrenc Skibbie, PResident, American 23Considerable uncertainty regarding the source of the

Defense Prepairedness, Association, statement data remains. It is not clear if the data relates to the
presented in a bearinag before the Evrnetl entire component or to acme subdivision ofI Restoration Pawl of the Committee on Armed comnmands. Further, the nature of the work for each
Services, Homeo ----- Rq msnauives, Department of contrac is amr qiecifled. definitions of Nremnedial
Defense Remedial Action Contractor Liability and action " *clean conwtrat and other work needs
Indeurnication, 10 March 1992. som elaboratio, and contracts obtained in ways

Sother thansae bid are apparenty not included.
IISmfm RsposeActonConracorWem- oneheen heNavy provided agetdeal o

flentiom, Final Guidehlns Indemnification of information that should be useful for the immediate
lxvaw ecnoog R~ ad 7T Prtcian, purposes, adialopoints tewyforfute

58 Fe.Reg. 5981 (1993). inquiries.

3 6 &viWro 'J Today. Vol. 4 No.?7, July, 1993. 24Includes proprietary informiation.

17Several major defens firms, or their subsidiaries3 have performed cleanup activities at both government
and contractor facilities as part of other ongoing
duties, and such work has often been paid for by the5 ~goverunment.

I Dun & Bradstreet, citing published news reports.

Statement presented in a hearing before the
EDvkronmeinta Restoration Panel of the Committee on
Armed Services, House of Representatives,
Department of Defense Remedial Action Contractor
Liability and oIndemnification, 10 March 1992.

3 ~ r Michael E. Yates, Senior Vice President,
EBASCO Environmental Services, statement pre-
sented in a hearing before the Environmental
Restoration Panel of the Committee on ArmedI Services, House of Representatives, D~epartment of
Defense Remedial Action Contractor Liability and3 In0demn4~1carion, 10 March 199.

21NSIonal Security Industries Assocaftio Interagency
Subcommittee, Contractor Liability and Indemni-
ficahion White Paper, Defense Industry and the

Enionmental Agenda-Symposium '91, held in
Tyson's Corner Virginia, 9-10 Octobe 1991 (see3 Appendix 1).

220ne influencing factor may be the coverage of
available Insurance for the partcular contract TIeI availability, coverage, and cost of insurance is fuirther
discussed in Chapter 6.
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Response to § 332, Paragraph (4)

(4): 71e uteat to which conractom litigation, and the claims have been made in the form of
perfrehMu ev.rnmental restoration work at defenses. The claims asserted by the plaintiffs include
ntallationm and ites referred to In paragrapi (1), both of the types discussed below--CERCLA-based and

other Federal sites, and private sites have been state law-based tort clalms.
eqmod to, or Involved In, Ultiption, dclam , and
IhbUm ty related to such evroinental restoratlom No contrcor, either an "ordinary construction
work shme 19U. contractoe that has undertaken restoration-like activi-

ties, or an actual environmental restoration contractor,
SYNOPSIS has been found liable for claims for damages or personal

injury resulting from a release from a hazardous waste
Contractors we concerned that they may find site. However, there is nothing in the law that

themselves subject to strict, joint, and several liability for intrinsically diminishes the viability of such claims.
increased remediation costs, property damages Courts have refused to dismiss them in several pending
(especially if contamination migrates beyond site cases and have thus cleared the way for litigation to
boundaries), immediate personal injuries, and adverse proceed.
exposure-related health effects that may not appear for
many years. Contactor are particularly concerned that The government contractor defense, which protects
under some circumstances, they could be liable for the contractors from liability under state law for design
entire cost, as no other party could be held liable or defects in products they have manufactured for the
would be able to pay. In principle, contractors can United States, has been denied to two contractors
become liable for cleanup costs under the strict liability involved in environmental cleanup. In the first case, a
(liability without fault) rule of CERCLA. They may also contractor that excavated and removed contaminated
be liable for damages or personal injury under state law material was denied the defense because the court
for negligent acts, and to the extent the courts deem an refused to extend the doctrine beyond its original
activity "ultrahazardous," for non-negligent acts. context, production of goods for the government. In the
However, these contractor concerns have been an issue second case, a management and operations contractor at
in only a few cases to date. a DOE site, accused of responsibility for a release of

hazardous materials, attempted to set up the government
Contractors who have performed work like that contractor defense. The court found that because the

often performed under environmental restoration releases alleged violated both state and federal law, there
contracts have been found to be Potentially Responsible was no conflict between the two requiring that the
Parties (PRPs), as defined by CERCLA, and as a result contractor be immune in order to protect government
of that work, they have been held liable for contribution immunity. No case has raised the defense in the context
to other PRPs. In only one case so far has an of a contractor that built and/or operates an on-site
environmental restoration contractor actually been found treatment facility.
solely liable for the cleanup costs pursuant to CERCLA.
In this instance, a tucking company whose truck tipped The government agency defense is another defense
over at a highway interchange while hauling waste away that has been tried by contractors involved in
from a site has been required to pay the costs of a environmental cleanup work. This defense protects
cleanup. While the court found the on-site contactor contractors from liability if they ae acting within the
was aso liable, it imposed the entire cost of the cleanup scope of their duties as agents of the government, and
on the tucking company. The court found that the the government would have been immune from suit. One
liability was divisible, and the truking company was court has ruled, however, that environmental restoration
entirely and solely responsible for the release. contractors working at NPL sites or performing removal

actions cannot use this defense because CERCLA 9 119
Six enviromnental restoration contractors.-Reidel, provides EPA and other federal agencies with

0. H. Materials (OHM), Roy F. Weston, ENSR, HDR disactionary authority to indemnify these contractors.
Engineering, and rT Corporaion--ae known to have This demonstrated to the court that such contractors are
claims pending against them in five separate litigations. independent, and not agents of the federal government
In the case concerning IT Corp., IT initiated the who might receive immunity. No case has explored

2
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whether the defense is still available to contractors they will be held to be "strictly, jointly and severally
employed by federal agencies to clean up non-NPL sites, liable" for releases from the site, even though they are I
whea 1119 indemnification is not available (except for not at fault in the occurrence. "Strict liability" is liability
removal actions). without fault. CERCLA imposes strict liability for

cleanup costs on almost anyone involved in sending
Strict liability in damage or injury claims under waste to, owning, or operating a hazardous waste site, I

state law applies to activities that ae found to be and it could extend to environmental restoration
"ultrabazardous." Whether state law-base strict liability contractors. "Joint and several liability" in this context.
claims agamnst DoD environmental response contractors meas that anyone involved in disposing of or cleaning I
will succeed depends on whether the specific actions in up waste at the site would be liable for the full amount of
hadling, transporting, and disposing of hazardous amy damages to third parties, regardless of who-if
materials involved in the case are deemed to be an anyone-was at fault. Sending one barrel of waste to a
ultrabardous activities. Courts have split on this point. million-gallon disposal site could, in principle, expose

the sender to the entire cost of cleaning up the site.
The Federal Tort Claims Act (F=CA) is a limited Courts apply the concept of joint and several liability

waiver of the government's normal immunity to suit. It when two or more parties have contributed to the I
allows suits against the government for damages to claimants' damages, but it is difficult to divide the
property and personal injury arising out of the responsibility among them. The claimant can sue any of
negligence of government employees. The FTCA also the parties that were involved, and collect the entire l
includes some exceptions to that waiver, including the amount of damages from it. That party, in turn can sue
"discretionary function" exception. Under this exception, the other parties involved for "contribution" to the dam-
the government remains immune from damage claims ages, but in the meantime the claimant has been paid.
based on "discretionary functions." The discretionary I
function exception requires that the government's action The parties who contributed to the creation of a
in question be based on making policy choices rather hazardous waste site have generally been held to have
than following rules and regulations. Contractors are "strict, joint and several liability" for cleanup costs under 3
concerned that in cases where actions of both the CERCLA. Three recent Court of Appeals decisions,

contractor and the government caused the damage, the however, have permitted disposers at a site to show that
government will frequently be excused from liability their contribution to the damage was divisible from other
under this exception, leaving the contractor to bear the contributions, thus relieving them of joint and several
liability alone. However, in three cases involving liability.
hazardous waste haulers, the courts found that the
government should have followed relevant rules and Many environmental restoration contractors have i
regulations and did not, and thus could not claim the anticipated that the courts will also impose strict, joint,
discretionary function exception. In a case where both and several liability for damage claims. If that occurs,
the government and Shell Oil were responsible for contractors are concerned that they may find themselves
property damage resulting from cleanup activities, the subject to strict, joint, and several liability for damages
government's actions were ruled to be discretionary (especially if contamination migrates beyond site
functions, so the government was dismissed as a boundaries), immediate personal injuries, and adverse
defendant, exposure-related health effects that may not appear for

many years. Contractors are particularly cocerned that
INTRODUCTION under some circumstances, they could be liable for the

entire cost, as no other party could be held liable or
Many contractors interested in obtaining environ- would be able to pay. Table 4-1 shows the types of

mental restmation contracts fear that they will be subject claims, as well as the category of plaintiff most likely to
to claims for response costs or money damages as a assert each type of claim.
result of their activities at hazardous waste sites. It is
peceived that some of these claims will arise out of
contractors' having changed and perhaps worsened site
conditions or out of the malfunction of cleanup equip-
ment and technologies. Perhaps of greater concern to
contractors, becanse of the unknowns involved, is that 5
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One hypothetical instance hequently mentioned but it should be realized that plaintiffs typically allege as
would arise if the only other party responsible for a many causes of action as their version of the facts will I
dunage claim was a government agency. The support. Thus, defendant contractors potentially face
government is normally immune from suit under the multiple types of claims in a single litigation.
doctrine of "sovereign immunity." Congress can waive
this immumity by statute. CERCLA is one of these CERCLA-BASED CLAIMS I
waivers; DoD is open to suit for CERCLA cleanup costs
by PRPs in the same way as anyone else. For damage Contractors performing environmental restoration
claims resulting from government activities, however, work may find themselves subject to liability for cleanup
Congres has posed the FTCA.t which allows suits costs under CERCLA on two bases: (1) a cost-recovery

aaint the federal goverment for negligence. The action brought by my person incurring response costs,3

FTCA does not authorize suits based on strict liability, including the federal government, state and local
however, and it also bars suits where the government governments, private citizens, and PRPs; or (2) a
was exercising a "discretionary function." contribution action brought by another PRP.4 While all

plaintiffs must make out the same elements in order to
Few claims have been made against environmental demonstrate the liability of another party, the degree of I

restoration contractors to date. Trade associations liability differs between the two causes of action. In a
representing these contractors maintain that this is cost-recovery action, responsible parties may be held
because contractor liabilities are more likely to be strictly, jointly, and severally liable for the entire cost. In I
incurred during cleanup, and this phase of site a contribution action, the court may allocate
remediation is just beginning. It is difficult to determine responsibility based on whatever equitable factors it
whether or not this assertion is true. Contractors have finds to be relevant. 5 In order to affix CERCLA liability,
been conducting field investigations at hazardous waste the plaintiff must show that (1) the defendant falls I
sites for many years. Because these investigation within one of four classes of persons: owner or operator,
activities also have the potential to change site former owner or operator at the time of disposal; persons
conditions and because these site investigation who arranged for disposal of the hazardous substances, I
contractors operate in the midst of significant known as generators; or transporters who selected the
uncertainties, it seems likely that some would have disposal facility; (2) the site in question is a "facility" as
exacerbated site conditions and attracted the attention of defined by CERCLA; (3) there was a release of
plaintiffs. Also, there have been many removal actions hazardous substances; and (4) the release caused
and other interim "hands-on" actions taken during the response costs to be incurred. Strict liability applies; it is
site investigation phase that could have caused third- not necessary to show that the party was negligent in its
party damages, yet few suits have been filed. actions or otherwise caused the release of hazardous

materials. It need only be in one of the four classes.
The following discusses every case 2-including

some that have been filed but not resolved-that DoD CERCLA § 119(a) does afford some relief to I
was able to find, either as a result of its own research or contractors conducting remediation actions on NPL sites,
from reports by others, that would seem to bear on the and removal actions. They can be held liable for
potential liability of environmental restoration contrac- response costs under CERCLA only if the actions
toars. Many of the cases do not involve environmental leading to the costs were negligent (careless or
restoratio contractors per se. They have been included unprofessional); grossly negligent (often translated as
because the contractor that were involved undertook reckless or indifferent to the consequences), or
activities similar to those that environmental restoration constituted intentional misconduct. They are not subject I
contractors undertake and were exposed to CERCLA or to strict liability. While this leaves many DoD
tort liability in the same fashion as an environmental environmental response contractors still exposed to strict
restoration contractor would be. They help illuminate the liability for response costs (those not working on NPL
issues and the remons for the contracting community's sites or performing removal actions), it considerably
concerns. ameliorates the perceived problem. When a party seeks

to recover response costs based on strict liability (no
The following discussion categorizes claims into negligence), a contractor covered by Section 119(a) also

CERCLA- and state law-based (tort) claims. Cases are could not be held jointly and severally liable. Joint and
primarily discussed in the context of one or the other, several liability with respect to those contractors would
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be limited to CERCLA claims based on negligent site.7 It felied on Kaiser Aluminum v. Catellus, discussed
perfamuance by the contractor and other parties, below, a case in which an ordinary construction

contractor was held liable for CERCLA contribution
Joint and several liability under CERCLA exists based on its actions in moving soil that was later

only with respect to the enforcement agency or injured discovered to be contaminated. Quadion alleged thatI private paty. The contributors to the damage, which for both contractors were operators in that they controlled
CERCLA purposes could be anyone in the four classes, the activities in which additional contamination took
have a right to se each other for "contribution." In this place. While the court did not decide the question, it did
second lawsuit, each paty has to pay a share based on note that control in this instance was even clearer than
his or her degree of responsibility. This share could be in Kaiser. There, the contractor only inadvertently
uaeuued baoed on the amount of chemicals sent to a site, handled contaminated soil, while in Quadion, the
negligent actions in cleanup wodi, fraud in record contractors had been specifically hired to deal with
keeping, or a variety of other site-specific factors. While hazardous materials.
the pomibility of obtaining contribution provides some

Srelief fro the specter of joint and several liability, the In Danella Southwest, Inc. v. Southwestern Bell Tel.
legal costs of securing it are extremely high and will not Co.,8 a generator PRP sought contribution from its
necessarily be reimbursed under a government contract. contractor, which had excavated and transported soils
As we will see later, a trend is developing for the courts contaminated with dioxin, on the basis that the
to limit the application of joint and several liability in contractor had contractually indemnified the PRP. In
costrecovery cases. First, however, we will look at the assessing the applicability of the indemnification clause
reported cases related to the potential liability of in their contract, the court found that the parties could
environmental restoration contractors. not have intended for CERCLA liability to be embraced

by it because neither party knew that the soil was
C Indvftv Enviramranal Restoration Contractors contaminated with dioxin. This case illustrates the

necessity of accurate draftsmanship of indemnification
EnWironmental Transp. Sys., Inc. (ElS) v. ENSCO, clauses, but is otherwise included only because it is one

Inc.6 specifically addresses the CERCLA liability of of the few reported cases involving environmental
environmental restoration contractors, in this instance restoration contractors.
both a disposal contractor and a transporter. Northern
Stazes Power Company (NSP) contracted with ENSCO A few other CERCLA cases naming environmentalto dispose of obsolete transformers filled with poly- restoration contractors have been filed, but no decisions

chlorinated biphenyl (PCB)-contaminated oil at an have been handed down as yet. In Atlantic Richfield Co.
ENSCO facility offsite. The PCBs were spilled when a (ARCO) v. Torger L Oaas,9 ARCO filed a complaint in
subcontractor's truck overturned en route to the prime the District Court of Montana seeking CERCLA cost
contractor's disposal facility. The subcontractor trucking recovery and CERCLA and Montana hazardous waste
compmy, ETS, sought contribution, from the prime law (CECRA10) contribution, including that associated
conIacto, ENSCO, and the original generator of the with natural resource damage claims, from two EPA
PCB waste, NSP, to cover the cost of cleaning up the contractors. Reidel Environmental Services had
spill. In applying the four-prt liability test of CERCLA, performed as an Emergency Response Cleanup Services
the District Cour found, and the 7th Circuit affirmed, (ERCS) contractor and Roy F. Weston provided the
that both ENSCO and NSP were subject to cleanup Technical Assistance Team during a removal action at
liability under CERCLA. However, after evaluating the the Montana Pole and Treating Plant Superfund site.
equities involved, the courts also found that neither With regard to the actions of Reidel and Weston, ARCO
ENSCO or NSP should be required to contribute to the avers that the oil/pentachlorophenol (PCP) intercept and
cost of cleaning up the PCB spill, because ETS was filtration system designed, installed, and operated by the
solely esponsible for the spill. contractors has itself become a "facility" and that both

contractors are liable persons within the meaning of
The District Court for the Northern District of CERCLA.

Illinois recently declined to dismiss CERCLA liability
claims brought by Quadion Corporation against its own In Dumes v. Houston Lighting & Power Co.,11 a
cleanup contractors, OHM and HDR Engineering, Inc., group of homeowners sued to recover past and future
for exacerbating contamination at a hazardous waste response costs from the PRPs at the Industrial Metals

I
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and Industrial Roads site and from the site remediation The Ninth Circuit took care to demonstrate that its
contlrt, ENSR.12 The plaintiffs have alleged that decision in Catellus was consistent with the Seventh 3
ENSR is liable under CERCLA as a "uransporter" of lead Circuits decision in Edward Hines Lumber Co. v.
onto the plaintiffs' property. Vulcan Materials Co.,19 upon which Ferry relied. In

Hines, a contractor designed and built a wood treatment
Crm Iw, olv Coxtrv Couftrtor plant. After the plant was completed, the owner began I

processing wood for resale, and hazardous substances
Kaiser Aluminum & Chemical Corp. v. Cateilus were released onto the plant site. The owner was forced

Development Corp.13 is a CERCLA contribution action to clean up the site and then sued the contractor for U
against an mdinary construction contractor. While the contribution. The Seventh Circuit dismissed the suit

conbetor was not an environmental restoration against the contractor because the contractor had no
contractor, it undertook the same types of actions--sil authority to control the day-to-day operation of the plant
moving--that an environmental restoration contractor after it was built and during which the hazardous
might undertake. This case is frequently referred to by substances were released. Like the Seventh Circuit, the
the contracting community as an example of the wide- Ninth Circuit predicated Ferry's potential liability on its
ranging imposition of liability that they face. Catellus authority to control. Thus, although the rule articulated I
had sold a parcel of land to the city of Richmond, in both cases is the same, the facts resulted in different
California. Richmond hired Ferry to excavate and grade outcomes. In Hines, the rule led to the dismissal of the
a portion of the lane, which subsequently proved to cause of action based on the facts, while in Catellus, it I
contain soil co,.,,'•ated with hazardous chemicals. In opened a way for a finding of liability if the plaintiff can
doing so, Frv swiead some of the contaminated soi ultimately make out the facts it alleges.
over other par- of the property. Richmond sued Catellus
to recov.. part of the cost of removing the contaminated Kaiser is frequently cited by the contracting I
soil, and Catellus, in turn, filed a third-party complaint community as an example of the wide-ranging
against Ferry for contribution under CERCLA, alleging imposition of liability that they face. While it did not
that Ferry had exacerbated the extent of contamination involve an environmental restoration contractor, it was 3
by spreading the contaminated soil over uncontaminated cited by the court in Quadion as authurity for the liability
areas of the property. of remediation contractors in similar circumstances.

In refusing to dismiss Catellus' claims, the Ninth In Brookfield-North Riverside Water Comm'n v.
Circuit cleared the way for Ferry to be found an Martin Oil Marketing Ltd, 20 the District Court reached
"operator" within the meaning of CERCLA because a different outcome than the Ninth Circuit did in Kaiser,
Ferry had the authority to control the source of even though the circumstances were similar. As in I
contamination at the time the hazardous substances were Kaiser, the contractor-Abbott Contractors, Inc.-was
released into the enviromnent.14 The court also cleared not an environmental restoration contractor but rather a
the way for a finding that Ferry had "disposed of' construction contractor. It had unknowingly installed a 3
hazardous substances as that term is defined in water main through soil that had been contaminated by
CERCLA.15 Relying on Tanglewood East Homeowners hazardous substances from a nearby leaking under-
v. Charlks-Thomas. Inc.,16 the court concluded that ground storage tank located on Martin Oil's property.
disposal should not be limited to the initial introduction The court found that although the water main was a
of hazardous substances onto the property, but that it "facility" within the meaning of CERCLA, Abbott was
should also include the dispersal of contaminated soil not an "operator" because Abbott had not introduced any
during excavation and grading. The Ninth Circuit hazardous substances onto the premises. All the wastes
additionally found that Ferry could be liable as a found on the construction site originated from Martin
"tranporter" in that if, as alleged by Catellus, Ferry's Oil's service station.
excavation and relocation of soils met the CERCLA
definition of transportation: "the movement of a Joint and Several Liability Reexamrned
hazardous substance by any mode...."17 In determining
whether Ferry transported the soil "to.. sites selected by Three Court of Appeals decisions during 1992 and
such person,"t8 the court found that it would not matter 1993 in cases involving CERCLA PRPs have cast doubt I
if Ferry had transported the soils over a property on the assumption that all PRPs will routinely be held
boundary. jointly and severally liable for all damages and cleanup
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costs, regardless of fault. In a 28 September 1993 case, As a result, standard national rules are difficult to
In re Deln Petroleum Services21 the Fifth Circuit derive. A valid claim in one state might be dismissed
specifically stated that application of joint and several without a trial in another, based solely on the difference
liability "was not andatory" among PRPs, "and should in state law.
be imposed only in extraordinary circumstances." In two
cases Involving similar facts but different disposal sites, Claim. Based on Fault
AlumIim Crp., the disposer, the opportuity to prove Turning to the reported negligence cases involving

that its waft •didot rise above the, background level in environmental response coutroctors, in Shockley v.

nature of the gleged contaminants, and therefore wa Hoechslt Celanese Corp. and Aqua-Tech Environmental,
not "hazardous waste," even though it was a liquid Inc.,24 a group of real estate developers purchased a
poured into a chemical stew of waste in old mine shaft& parcel of land adjacent to a Hoescht parking lot with the

intent of creating a residential subdivision. During the
None of these cases involved an environmental 1970s, the parking lot had been the site of Groce Labs,

restomtion contractor. In Akcan, enforcement authorities predecessor to Aqua-Tech Environmental, a contractor
were seeking to recover response costs from a disposer, that received and ostensibly treated Hoescht chemical
and in Bell, EPA and a PRP were litigating their wastes. After tide passed, Hoechst informed the
respective liabilities. It seems likely, however, that a developers that the groundwater under the parking lot
coattor would have a better opportunity to distinguish was contaminated with hazardous chemicals as a result
its share of the responsibility, if any, from that of the of the Groce operations, and subsequent testing con.
original contributors. Therefore, if this trend continues, firmed that the wastes had migrated onto the developers'
one of the concerns expressed by contractors would be adjacent property. After a jury trial, Hoescht and Aqua-
mitigated considerably. They would not necessarily Tech, the disposal contractor's successor, were found
become the "deep pocket-the only party with the liable to the developers for damages in the amount of
financial resources to pay-for all cost of a cleanup just $250,000 based on South Carolina claims of trespass,
because they were on site and within one of CERCLA's nuisance, and negligence.25

four classes. Instead, they would have an opportunity to
prove in a cost-recovery action that they did not The relationship between Hoescht and Groce Labs
contribute to the release complained of, or that they had during the 1970s was an unusual one, so the case is not a
only a divisible share of the responsibility. solid precedent for contractor liability. Mr. Grace was a

chemist employed by Hoescht at the plant from the late
The "deep pocket" problem, potentially a serious one 1960s until 1974. In 1971, while still employed by

at a private site if a number of small PRPs of uncertain Hoescht, he opened Grace Labs, a hazardous chemical
financial strength are involved, is much less important to reclamation facility, directly across the street from the
a contractor when DoD is a PRP. DoD would be at least Hoescht plant. In 1977, he sold the Grace Labs site to
as atractive a target as a contractor, based on ability to Hoescht, which then paved it and turned it into a
pay. A contractor could still nin up significant legal parking lot. Mr. Groce was technically an environmental
defense costs, which may or may not be reimbursed by restoration contractor (owner/operator of the disposal
DoD, but is unlikely to be exposed to full cost recovery site), but his relationship with Hoechst does not appear
based solely on strict, joint, and several liability. to have been a- arms-length one.

STATE LAW-BASED TORT CLAIMS In Bell v. Sediment Removers, Inc.,26 Bell andU Reeves owned adjacent properties. A four-amre borrow
Em remediation contractors may also be pit traversed a common boundary. In 1975, Firestone

subject to a variety of claims for damage to property or contracted with Sediment Removers to dispose of
persona Injury baed on state law. To date, these dams nonhazardous waste. Sediment Removers, in tur,
have been booed on negligence, trespass, nuiump, and contracted with Reeves for transportation of the material
strict liability for ultrahm rdous activities. Claims for to the pit co-owned by BeU and Reeves. Dumping was on
ioss of value of property and personal injury must be Reeves' side of the pit but without Bell's permission. An

pursued in actions in "tort." Whether brought in state or undetermined amount of waste settled on Bells side of
federal mcouts, these are based on state law, normally of the pit before he obtained an injunction against the
the state where the release leading to the claim occurred. disposal. Bell subsequently brought an action in trespass
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against Firestone, Sediment Removers, and Reeves. courts have dismissed these claims on the basis that

transportation and disposal of hazardous substances are
The trial court dismissed Firestone and found not ultrahazardous activities. 32 However, in New York V.

Reeves and Bell solidarily liable for $12,500 in damages. Shore Realty Corp.,33 the Second Circuit concluded that
The Louisima Court of Appeals overturned this ruling. a New York court could find the disposal of hazardous
Although Bell had proved a technical trespass-the waste an inherently dangerous activity and could impose
unlawful physical invasion of his property-be failed to strict liability. The Eleventh Circuit reached a similar
prove, by a preponderance of evidence, that the property conclusion in applying Florida law in Dickerson Inc. v.
was damaged. The appeals court found that the trial United States.34 Dickerson was a paving company that I
court had made its award because of "improper used waste oil to heat its asphalt. It received,
dumping," that the award was penal in nature, and unknowingly, oil contaminated with PCBs from its
therefore improper in a tort action, supplier, which had in turn obtained them through a

goverment waste disposal contract. The court pointed
In ARCO v. Oaas,27 ARCO has asserted a out that "Scientists have found PCB concentrations far

negligence claim, in addition to CERCLA claims, below those involved in this case to cause cancer,
against Reidel and Weston. ARCO alleged that the decreased fertility, still births, and birth defects in test I
contractors owed a duty to the PRPs at the site to animals.. .The EPA has noted the 'well-documented
perform in a non-negligent way and that both human health and environmental hazard of PCB
contractors acted negligendy or with gross negligence in exposure' and the 'potential hazard of PCB exposure
their design, installation, and operation, and in that the posed by transportation of PCBs." The court concluded
system has exacerbated and spread contamination at and that this made transportation and disposal "inherently
from the site. dangerous." Perhaps the most straightforward case of

this type is Daigle v. Shell Oil Co.35 The Army dumped I
In Dwmes v. Houston Lighting & Power Co., 23 the chemical warfare liquid waste into a 93-acre pond, and

homeowners living near the Industrial Metals site have also allowed Shell Oil Company to dump herbicide and
also made claims of this sort against ENSR, stating that pesticide wastes in it. The resulting mixture leaked into I
ENSR had a duty to complete closure of the site in a the environment for years. In a claim for damages and
manner such that contaminated substances were not injuries to health from residents of a nearby trailer park,
transported to the homeowners' property, and that ENSR the defendants argued on the basis of a Colorado case
breached this duty when it caused additional lead- involving a 15-gallon tin of caustic liquid that filling a
contaminated water to run off and lead dust to 93-acre pond with hazardous chemicals was not an
accumulate on plaintiffs' property. In addition to loss of "ultrahazardous activity" under Colorado law. The Tenth
property value, the plaintiffs are seeking damages for Circuit rejected the analogy, rejecting "the huge logic I
various chronic ailments and extreme mental anguish. leap from a 15-gallon container.. .to the ninety-three

acre lake in this case." It found "no reason why the
In Quadion,29 the court did bar the negligence Colorado courts would not apply the Restatement rule

claims of Quadion, the construction contractor, against [defining abnormally dangerous activities] to a new situ-
HDR (the designer), but only because Quadion alleged ation such as the ninety-three acre toxic lake at Basin F."
economic losses (the cost it expended in cleaning up the
PCBs), which are not recoverable in a tort action in The possibility exists, therefore, that in a given case
fllinois,30 instead of personal injury or property damage. the court will find environmental response activities

"ultrahazardous" and impose strict liability for tort
Strict LiabUlty Casa Agaimt Eaivfronnental claims on the contractor regardless of fault. Unlike I
ieatom'afm Cedah m CERCLA, where strict liability is established by law,

strict liability for environmental restoration work has not
The law in most states makes a party who conducts yet been adopted as a general rule, and may vary state by

an "abnormally dangerous" or "ultrahazardous" 31  state for some years.
activity strictly liable for damages, regardless of fault.
Hazardous waste cleanups could be, and indeed have Special Defenses for Government Contractors
been, viewed as more dangerous than ordinary activities. m
Whether a plaintiff can sustain a strict liability claim is Amireco, Inc. v. O.H. Materials, Inc. 3 6 is an
highly variable and dependent on state law. Several interesting and important case in that it gives some
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indication of the relationship between CERCLA radioactive and other harmful materials. Plaintiffs
I 119(c), which permits indemnification of RACs,17 and pleaded both strict liability and nuisance claims, and
two defenses normally available to government sought damages for emotional distress and diminished
contractor under the right circumstances. Amtreco and property values. The court rejected the government
Dickerson, in response to a CERCLA cost-recovery contractor defense. It pointed to the "threshold
action filed against them by EPA, filed a separate suit requirement" in Boyle, that application permitting a
against OHM, EPA's emergency response contractor, government contractor to be sued must interfere with
and certain EPA employees. Specifically, Amtreco federal interests or policies. In Boyle, this interference
alleged stae-b•sed tort claims for conversion, property was the effective loss of the government's immunity to
damage, and false swearing. 3's suits by military personnel for injuries resulting from

their official duties that would occur if its contractor
The court dismissed the claims against the EPA were forced to pay for the same injuries. The Crawford

employees, but not against OHM. Additionally, it found court noted that the admitted dicharges at Fernald
that OHM could sustain neither the "government violated federal as well as state laws, so there could be
contractor" nor the "government agency" defense. The no conflict with federal interests. This case was ulti-
government contractor defense, which was adopted by mately settled for $60 million.41 While National Lead
the Supreme Court in 1988,39 protects contractors from was an M&O contractor, the same logic would seem to
liability under state law for design defects in products apply to an environmental restoration contractor.
they have manufactured for the United States, but based
on government specifications. The court disallowed this The other rejected defense, the "government agency
defense on the basis that there was no comparison defense," does apply to government performance
between a claim based upon a product design defect and contracts. This defense is much older and not often used,
a claim based on intentional misconduct. It declined to since government agencies generally make it clear that
extend the defense beyond the specific facts in the Boyle contractors are not "agents" of the government. The
case to include service contracts. defense has, however, been endorsed by the Supreme

Court. 4 2 In Shaw v. Grumman Aerospace Corp.,4 3 the
Although the Amtreco court did find that the Eleventh Circuit outlined a three-step inquiry in

EPA/OHM emergency removal contract was a determining whether the government agency defense is
government performance contract, it also found that satisfied. First, a court is to determine if the government
CERCLA 5 119 contemplates that all RACs are inde- itself could be sued in the given situation. If not, a court
pendently liable for their negligent or other tortious is then to invoke the law of principal and agent to
behavior. That is because EPA, at its option, may or may determine whether the contractor actually acted as an
not assume the contractors' liability via indemnification, agent of the government. Finally, if a court determines
Additionally, the court found that the terms of the the contractor was acting as an agent, it is then to
contract--the fact that EPA required OHM to obtain determine if the contractor acted within the scope and
general liability insurance and that it would otherwise course of its duties.
indemnify OHM against liability arising from its negli.
gence and resulting in release of hazardous Cases Involving Both the Government and a Cantractr
substances-indicated that the parties did not consider
OHM to be an EPA agent. If the Amtreco court is right, The FTCA44 is a limited waiver of the government's
CERCLA t 119 has put RACs working at NPL normal immunity to suit. It allows suits against the
sites--wether they we indemnified or not-in the goverment for damages to property and personal injury
position being plead government agency arising out of the negligence of government employees.
defense because they are by operation of law deemed to It was passed because Congress recognized that in an
be independent contractors, rather than government organization as large as the federal government there
agents. would inevitably be careless acts that would injureIm members of the public. For example, the federal

Crawford v. National Lead Co.40 is another government owns tens of thousands of automobiles;
example of a failed government contractor defense. In some of them collide with private cars under
this case, residents near Fernald Materials Production circumstances where the driver, if a private citizen,
Center sued DoE's Management and Operations (M&O) would have been liable to pay damages. Congress did notcontractor for damages resulting from release of want the victims of such ordinary and inevitable
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accidenMs to go un-cpensated Neither did it wish to also pointed out that if there is a law or regulation
become bogged down with thousands of special "private mandating specific conduct, there is no discretion. The
relief bills* that would provide compensation by statute. rule has to be followed, and the function itself is not
It chose to waive sovereign immunity for these routine discreonarý.
cases and let them be resolved through the normal
operation of the court system. Both the strict liability and discretionary function 1

exceptions are sometimes mischaracterized as special
The FTCA requires an act to be negligent for the immunities on the part of the government. However, this

government to be liable. Therefore, the government is is not the case. The government is normally immune I
not subject to "strict liability," where the mere fact of from suit; it is the waiver of that immunity in the FTCA
engaging in an "extremely dangerous" activity would that is special. Strict liability and discretionary function
expose the government to liability even if acted properly, are "exceptions" to that waiver. Another situation 3
The government inevitably engages in dangerous acti- sometimes mischaracterized is the "independent
vities, from ammunition manufacturing and testing to contractor exception." The FTCA only allows suits
high-speed chases of fleeing felons. Strict liability could against the government for the negligent acts of
open the Treasury to claims of monumental proportions, government employees. It explicitly provides that the U
such as those resulting from the explosion of a shipload government may not be sued for the torts of independent

of hazardous cargo.45 Congress, in effect, reserved for contractors.4s Each of these "exceptions" to the FTCA
itself the right to decide to what extent, if any, the can be, and frequently is, pleaded by the government as a
government would compensate victims of a disaster that dtWense to liability in a lawsuit. Many proponents of
resulted from a government activity, but without any indemuxfication have expressed a concern that, to the
fault. It could, if it so chose, pass relief legislation extent that environmental restoration contractors are
specific to that incident, found to be independent contractors, the federal I

government will be immune to state law-based claims
Congress was also concerned that disputes over under the "independent contractor exemption." In fact.

policy decisions should not end up as lawsuits against the government never agreed to be sued for contractor I
the government for damages. The FTCA does not permit actions, and government lawyers are obliged to call the
suits based on "discretionary functions," even if the court's attention to this fact.
discretion is abused. "Discretionary function" is not
shorthand for "any action involving a choice between The government has had mixed success in pleading
alternatives," as some contractors fear. It only include.- discretionary function as a defense in cases involving
policy choices where there is no specific rule to follow, hazardous waste haulers. In Dickerson v. United
The Supreme Court has recently stated in U.S. v. States,49 the Eleventh Circuit ruled that the federal poli- I
Gaubert" that "the purpose of the [discretionary cies, statutes, and regulations on control of hazardous
function) exception is to prevent judicial 'second waste rendered the exception unavailable. The govern-
guessing' of legislative and administrative decisions ment had argued that in selecting the contractor that
grounded in social, economic, and political policy delivered hazardous waste to the waste oil supplier of
through the medium of an action in tort.. .when properly Dickerson, an asphalt paver, it was exercising a
construed, the exception 'protects only governmental discretionary function. The court found that both statutes
actions and decisions based on considerations of public and the internal rules of the Defense Supply Agency had i
policy..." (emphasis supplied).47 An air traffic control- been violated. In particular, the contracting officer had
ler, for example, is exercising "discretion" when he or made no investigation of the availability of the disposal
she directs a plane to turn left. The decision, however, is site offered by the contractor and had failed to check up I
based on weather, local and regional air traffic, and on performance of not one but two contracts. There
perhaps the flying characteristics of the plane, none of being no discretion to violate laws or regulations, the
which involve public policy issues. The controller's government remained a defendant. In Smalls v. EPAY'°
negligence could be the basis for a suit against the EPA had contracted with a transporter to haul waste
government. A decision to locate or close an air traffic from Superfund sites in Pennsylvania to a properly
control facility at that location would be quite different, licensed landfill in Alabama. Instead, the waste was
A suit for damages because there was no tower at the dumped at nearby property in Pennsylvania. The I
local airport is likely to be dismissed because it involves adjacent residents sued both EPA and the contractor for
a discretionary function. The Supreme Court in Gaubert damages. The District dismissed EPA as a defendant,
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holding that selecting the conuactor involves the exer- sraion, for contribution. While the Court recognized
ls oi administrative discretion and judgment, but the that the agencies were not liable under strict liability, it

Third Circuit reversed.S1 Woodman V. United States5 2  found them potentially so under other provisions of New
was decided after Gaubert, and with specific reliance on York law.
it. In 1968, the Navy contracted with a waste hauler to
remove dumipsers and dispose of them. The disposal site In principle, conutractms' concerns about the
evenually leaked, and the adjacMt landowners sued. government invoking the discretionry function or strict
The contract provided that the trash to be removed liability exception in a case where the environmental
would consist essentially of household and shop wast restoration contractor would be the temaining liable
but would not include acids, flammable liquids, or party are not entirely ill-founded, but they have not
explosives. The cour found that the Navy had a actually happened in a case involving such a contractor.
mandatory duty not to place the contraband materials in However, such cases are highly fact-specific, and it is
the dumpsters. Dumping them, as it had, violated the possible that the contractors' hypothetical situation could
contract and base regulations. Thus, even if the come abouL
contrctor selection was discretionay (the court did not
rule on that point), the violation of the Navy's plain
duties precluded application of the discretionary functionI exception.

The government has been successful in using the
discretionary function exception in a case involving the
selection and conduct of an environmental restoration
remedy. The 10th Circuit dismissed the govemment
from Daigle v. Shell Oils3 on the basis of the discretion-

__ary function exception. The plaintiffs, residents of a
neighboring trailer park sought damages on the grounds
that the government had negligently executed the
Basin F cleanup, and had failed to warn them that the
method used would result in toxic fumes blowing over

II their residences. The Court found that both giving
Basin F high priority and selecting a remedy involved
policy choices. The plaintiffs had failed in their
pleadings to point to any specific laws or regulations that
had been violated in the process. Since the actions of the
complaint were discretionary functions, allegations that
they were badly done did not state a claim against the
governmeont. Shell was not dismissed, however. It
remained a defendant against the tort-based claims, and
subsequently sealed out of court with the plaintiffs. It is
not clear how applicable this case would be to a
remedlation conutractor. EBASCO, the contractor, was
not ued; only the two PRPs who caused the Basin F
problem in the first place were named as defendants.

There have been at least two hazardous waste cases
involving government agencies where strict liability was
alleged as the bads for a claim. In Daigle, the plaintiffs
recognized that the Army could not be sued under strict
liability, so they sued only Shell on the strict liability
cOunL For New York v. Shore Realty Corp.,54 the owners
of a hazardous waste site sued 95 purported generators,
including the Coast Guard and the Veteran's Admini-
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S28 U.S.C.A. 1 2671-80 (West 1965 & Supp. 1993). '•976 F.24 1338 (P 'i Cir. 1992).

2 Fi -lmw breach of contract cases ane ot discussed 1

here since Indemnificadom does not apply to these 4See NuraA Inc. v. Hooper & Sons Co., 966 F.2d 837,
liabilies. 842 (4th Cir. 1992), cert. denied, 113 S.Ct. 377

(1992); CPC int'l, Inc. v. Aerojet-General Corp., 731
S42 U.S.C A. 1 9607(a) (West 1983 & Supp. 1993). F. Supp. 783, 788 (W.D. Mich. 1989). I
S42 U.S.C.A. 19613 (f) (1) (West 1983 & Supp. 1993). 1542 U.S.C.A. 19607(aX2) (West 1983 & Supp. 1993).

For a diacussio of whethe the EPA can be held liable
for comlbutdon as a result of a less than successful 16 849 F.2d 1568 (5th Cir. 1988).
Cleanup, see U.S. v. Western Processing Co., 761 F.
Supp. 725 (W.D. Wash. 1991). 1742 U.S.C.A. 19601 (26) (West 1983 & Supp. 1993). 3

5 See A&F Materials Co., Inc., 578 F. Supp. 1249 1842 U.S.C.A § 9607 (aX4) (West 1983 & Supp. 1993).
(S.D. Ill. 1984)--pertinent factors in this case include
(1) the ability of the parties to demonstrate that their 19861 F.2d 155 (7th Cir. 1988). I
contribution to a release can be distinguished from the
contributions of other parties, (2) amount of hazardous 2°No. 90 C 5884 (N.D. 11. 12 March 1992).
waste involved, (3) degree of toxicity, (4) degree of
involvement, (5) degree of care exercised, (6) degree 211n re Bell Petroleum Services, No. 91-8080 (5th Cir.
of cooperation with regulatory officials; United States filed 28 September 1993).
v. Chem-Dyne Corp., 572 F. Supp. 802 (S.D. Ohio
1983); Barton Solvents Inc. v. Southwest Petro-Chem 22United States and State of New York v. Alcan I
Inc., D.C. Kan, No. 91 2382-GTV (where the court Alwuium Corp., 964 F.2d 711(2nd Cir. 1993).
held that a PRP may file a cost-recovery action under
CERCLA and defendants may be held jointly and 23United States v. Alcan Aluminum Corp., 964 F.2d 252
severally liable). (3rd Cir. 1992).

6 763 F. Supp. 384 (C.D. 1Il. 1991), affi 969 F.2d 503 24Shockley v. Hoechst Celanese Corp., 996 F.2d 1212
(7th Cir. 1992). (4th Cir. 1993); See also Shockley v. Hoechst

Celanese Corp., 793 F. Supp. 670 (D S.C. 1992), affid
7 Ganton Technologies, Inc. v. Quadion Corp., No. 89 in part, rev'd in part, 996 F.2d 1212 (1993).

C 6869, 89 C 3586 (Consolidated) (N.D. 111. 4 October I
1993). 25Tbe developers also filed a CERCLA claim, but

dismissed it after they prevailed on the state claims.
'775 F. Sapp. 1227 (E.D. Mo. 1991), a d4 978 F.2d

1263 (1992). 26479 So. 2d 1078 (La. App. 1985).

9 No. CV-90-75-BU-PGH (D.C. MoUL 1991). 27No. CV-90-75-BU-PGH (D.C. Mont. 1991). 3
' 0 oM m Comprehensive Environmental Cleanup and 2sNo. C-90-330 (S.C. Tex. pending).

Re ponwbility Act, MONT. Cowe ANN. If 75-10-701-
"724 (1991). 29Ganton Technologies, Inc. v. Quadion Corp., No. 89 C

6869, 89 C 3586 (Consolidated) (N.D. m. 4 October
I No. C-90-330 (S.C. Tex. pending). 1993).

12The EPA was also named as a defendant, but the 3inis is tue in many jurisdictions. I
plointiffs did not request service at the time the
complaint was filed. I
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ENDNOTES (Contnumed) ENDNOTES (Continued)

$1d activity" is the traditional common 42 1n Years$ey v. W.A. Ross Consar. Co., 309 U.S. 18

law basis for strict liability, which the Restotement of (1940), a contractor built dikes upon the Missouri
Torts (2nd) replaced with "abnormally dangerous" River pursuant to a government contract, with the
They w equivalent. Daigle v. Shell Oil Co, 972 F.2d result that the petitioner's land was greatly eroded
1527 (10th Cir. 1992). away. All work done by the contractor was authorized

and supervised by the United States, and the work was
32See Gaston Technologies, Inc. v. Quadion Corp., No. performed pursuant to an Act of Congress. The

89 C 6869, 89 C 3586 (Cnsolidated) (N.D. 111. Supreme Court held that if the authority to carry out
October 4, 1993); Indiana Harbor Belt R. Co. v. the project has been validly conferred by Congress
American Cyanmid Co., 916 F.2d 1174 (7th Cir. upon the federal goverment, then the contractor
1990); City of Bloomingdale, Ind v. Westinghouse cannot be liable for executing the government's will.
Elec. Corp., 891 F.2d 611, 616 n. 7 (7th Cir. 1989); An agent, acting on behalf of the government, is only
Shockley v. Hoechst Celanese Corp., 996 F.2d 1212 liable for his conduct when he exceeds his authority or
(4th Cir. 1993). the wuthority was not validly conferred.

33759 F.2d 1032, 1052 (2d Cir. 1985). 43778 F.2d 736 (11th Cir. 1985), cert. denied, 487 U.S.
1233 (1988), reh'g denied, 487 U.S. 1250.

34875 F. 2d 1577 (11th Cir. 1989).
"4428 U.S.C.A. § 2671-80 (West 1965 & Supp.1993).S3"972 F.2d 1527 (10th Cir. 1992).
4 5See Dalehite v. United States, 346 U.S. 15, 45.

36802 F. Supp. 443 (M.D. Ga. 1992).
"46U.S. v. Gaubert, 499 U.S. 315 (1991).

3 742 U.S.C.A. I 9619(c) (West 1983 & Supp. 1993). 47 Gaubert, 111 S. Ct. 1267, 1273-74 (1991).
3$This case was in federal court because plaintiffs also

alleged federal claims relaing to RICO violations, 4828 U.S.C.A. § 2671 (West 1965 & Supp. 1993). See
equal protection, and due process. They did not allege Logue v. United States, 412 U.S. 521 (1973).
any CERCLA-based claims.

l 49875 F. 2d 1577 (11th Cir. 1989).
39Boyle v. United Technologies Corp., 487 U.S. 500

(1988). To make out this defense, contractors must 5027 E.R.C. 1561 (M.D. Pa 1988).
show at the outset that the application of state tort law
would conflict with federal interests or policies, and 51861 F.2d 60 (3rd Cir. 1988).
that (1) the U.S. approved reasonably precise
specification for the equipment being purchased; 52764 F. Supp. 1455 (M.D. Fl. 1991).
(2) the equipment conformed to those specifications;
and (3) the supplier warned the United States about 11972 F.2d 1527 (10th Cir. 1992).
the dangers of the equipment that were known to the3supplier, but were not known to the United States. 54759 F.2d 1032, 1052 (2d Cir. 1985).

0784 F. Supp. 439 (S.D. Ohio 1989).

3 41A similar, but as yet undecided, case has been filed by
residents near DoE's Mound facility (Stepp v.
Monsanto Research Corp. (No. C-3-91-468 [S.C.
Ohio pending]). Plaintiffs are alleging negligence,
strict liability, nuisance, trespass, and CERCLA
violations.
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Response to § 332, Paragraph (5)

a Paragrqaph (5): The type of indemnifiatko, If amnstances. None of the 17 respondents to DoDgs
amy, cauetly provided to mvouamnental resto.- survey of PRP practices provided broad indemnifi-
radonm matractrs by Federal agmacks, by State cation coverage. Some provided very limited coverage,
qUage , and by private entities at sites other than others providai coverage reluctantly on a case-by-case
hmtialatummand slts referred to 1n paragraph (1). basis, and still others refused to indemnify under any

circumstances. In addition, most of the responding
SYNOPSIS PRPs require the contrac to indemnify them.

Most federal agencies do not regularly offer FEDERAL AGENCIES
statutory mificat to environmental restomation
contractors. The Coast Guard is required by their EPA is the only federal agency that has established
Environmental iance and Restoration Authori- a written policy regarding indemnification of environ-
zation to offer indemnification using CERCLA § 119 mental restoration contractors. In general, most
authority to environmental restoration contractors agencies, including EPA, do not offer statutory indem-
performing work on NPL sites or performing removal nification to environmental restoration contractors
actions. However, no qualified contractor has requested although there have been some exceptions that are3 indemnification, discussed below and in Chapter 7.

State practices vary widely. Ten stales have passed Department of Defense
indemnification authorities to cover environmental
restoration contractors, but only eight states have used DoD generally does not provide indemnification
these authorities. New Jersey had an indemnification for environmental restoration contractors. DoD did
statute in place from 1986 until 1990, when it expired. provide limited indemnification during the 1980s
A new indemnification authority was passed in 1992. under 10 U.S.C.A. § 2354 for research and develop-
New Jersey did not observe a decrease in competition ment contracts.
after the original authority expired and has never used3 the new authority. U.S. Environmental Protection Agency

Fourteen states provide immunity rather than EPA has used the indemnification authority

indemnification to environmental restoration con- provided in CERCLA§ 119. This section has two key
tractors. protects the contractor without incurring provisions. First, it exempts RACs (environmental
any additional state liabilities. However, as a result, an restoration contractors who work on NPL sites or con-

injured party may not have any way to be compensated duct removal actions) from the federal strict liability

for damages. standard to which parties responsible for contami-
nating the site are held. Instead, these contractors are

Sixteen states require environmental restoration held liable for cleanup costs only if they are found to be

contractors to indemnify the state against liability from negligent, grossly negligent, or engaged in intentional

the contractor's actions. Forty-one states pohibit misconduct. This provision is non-discretionary and

indemnifation of certain types of contractors in an applies to all RACs (including DoD RACs) regardless

effort to ensure competent contractor performance and of whether or not indemnification is offered. Second,

design work. However, it is unlikely that these state this section effectively provides EPA with discretionary

statutes would affect federal indenification of anthority to indemnuify RACs against third-party suits

contractors since federal contracting is conrolled by for negligence in conducting response action activities

federal law. at NPL sites and removal action sites. Prior to January
1993, EPA provided RACs with blanket indenmi.

It is difficult to determine conclusively the inden- fication for third-party liabilities as a result of

nification practices of private entities. Anecdotal negligence with no time or dollar limit. Gross

evidence exists that suggests that the practices vary negligence, intentional misconduct, and strict liability

widely, from offering comprehensive indemnification actions under state law were not covered.

to refusing to consider indemnification under any cir-
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On 25 January 1993, EPA published final For nuclear activities, DoE provide, indemni- 5
guidelines in the Federal Register for implementing fication as required by the Price-Anderson aCL Under
CRMCLA 1119. These guidelines state that in futue this act, the governments liability is limited to about
salidgtatms, EPA will not offer indemnificatio to $7 billion.
RACl. If the solicition results in an insufficient I
number of qualified responses and that result can be Depitmnt of the Interior
traced to the lack of indemnifiaio, EPA may issue a
new solitation that includes limited idemnification. Dol does not generally provide indemnification for
The new Indemnification provisions must have limits environmental restoration contractors.
and deductibles that are linked on a sliding scale, with
the maximmu limit for most contractors set at Natonal Aeromutics and Space Administration
$50 million. Also, the term of coverage must be
limited to the period of contract performance plus ten As with the other federal agencies, NASA does not
years. To obtain this indenification, contractors must generally provide indemnification for its environ-

demonsate that diligent efforts were made to obtain mental restoration contractors. I
insurance, and that insurance was unobtainable at a
resonable price. For existing contracts, EPA and its Dprne t of Transportatlon (Coast Guard)
contractors must renegotiate the indemnification terms The Coast Guard's Environmental Compliance I
to be consistent with the new guidelines, and Restoration Authorization 4 requires the Coast

EPA has paid or is paying on five claims against Guard to indemnify RACs (as defined in CERCLA) "to

indemnified environmental restoration contractors. the extent that adequate insurance is not generally

Two of these are pre-SARA2 claims that together Cost available at a fair price at the time the contractor enters

EPA about $285,000, primarily for legal fees. The into the contract to cover the contractor's reasonable,

remaining three claims are ongoing. EPA has paid less potential, long-term liability." This indemnification
than $100,000 to date (all for legal fees) on these uses the authority granted in CERCLA § 119 andclaims.,applies to contractors working on NPL sites and

cams, removal action sites. 3
lDepailinen e(E aThe Oil Pollution Act of 1990 (Pub. L. 101-380)

DoE does not generally provide indemnification to requires that the Coast Guard indemnify environ-

its environmental restoration contators, except to the mental restoration contractors working at sites that I
exten that Price-Anderson coverage is required for were created by non-federal parties, but for which the
nuclear activities. However, DoE often includes a form Coast Guard has cleanup responsibility. 5

of risk-sharing called the "accountability rule"3 in its
contracts. DoE has also incorpo sed the accountability STATE AGENCIES
rule in the contract for its environmental restoration
manageMent contracw at its Remald facility. Under As expected, there is no consistent state approach

the accoumaility rule, contractors ae reimbursed for for environmental restoration contractor indemnifi- I
ailowale costs, but they are liable for certain other cation. As of April 1992,6 ten states had statutory
costs, called avoidable costs (e.g., costs resulting fLrm authority to offer indemnification to state environmen-
negligmce or willful misconduct), up to a cap. The cap tal restoration contractors, although only eight of these U
is equal OD an acmint calculaed rom what the con- mstas have ever offered it. No claims have been filed
tractor earns in award fees and other fees for the appli- against contractors indemnified by these eight states.

cale six-month period. If the avoidable costs exceed I
this cap, the government is responsible for the Interestingly, 14 s s have diosen to povide
Th amount of liability incurred by the government is environmental restoration contractors with immunity
limited by the availability of appropriated funds and by rather than indemnificatio. Immunity means the
the contract's expenditure cap, if any. environmental restoration contractor cannot be sued I

for injuries or damages resulting from its restoration
activities. In these cases, the environmental restoration

I
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contractor is protected and the state does not incur of the contract amount, not to exceed $1.5 million, and
additional liability. However, the public cost is that an a co-payment equal to 10 percent of the total claim, in
injured party may have no way to recover damages. excess of the deductible, not to exceed the indemnifi-

cation limit specified within the agrmenL 11e state
Sixtee s do not offer either indemnification has authority to offer indenification and legal defense

or immunity to the environmental restoration connac- for claims of up to $25 million for a single occurrence

tom rather they require the environmental resoration and up to $50 million per contract.
001111aCtor to indemnify the state against liablit
resulting from the contrator's activities. An additional New Jersey has never used the new andemnim-
17 st•t •quire contrators to indemnify the sate, but fication authority. They did not see any decrease in
also offer or provide immunity to the competition after the original authority to indemnify
conactori , viewing their actions as reciprocal indem- contractors expired, so they have not felt the need to
nificalon. The effect of this reciprocal indenification use the current indemnification statute. For example,
is that each party is responsible for its own actions. New Jersey recently received 5 responses to a

solicitation without indemnification for a remedial
Ther are 41 states with statutes that probably design for a Superfund site. This level of competition

prohibit indemnification of construction, design, and is comparable to what they would have expected when
environmental restoration contractors under certain they did offer indemnification. New Jersey also issued
conditions.7 These statutes vary widely in their scope a level-of-effort type solicitation for remedial design
and coverage. They were passed to ensure competent on unnamed sites. They wondered if they would obtain
construction and design work by prohibiting adequate competition since the respondents had no site
companies from contracting away liability for their information upon which to judge their liability
mistakes. It is umlikely that these statutes would affect exposure. New Jersey received 16 responses, so they
federal indenification of contractors since federal concluded that lack of indemnification was not a
contracting is controlled by federal law. significant factor in competition. They did note that

there are some firms who bid when indemnification
No correlation was found between state indem- was offered, but who do not bid now. These firms

nification and the number of contractors responding to claim that part of the reason for their changed bidding
solicitations. The geographic location and the budget practice is the lack of indemnification. However, New
for the work were the most significant factors Jersey has not found the omission of these firms to be
influencing the number of responses to solicitations. a hindrance to adequate competition.
Almost all states could obtain environmental resto-
ration contractors despite not offering indemnification. PRIVATE ENTITIES
The states also have not observed a decrease in the
available pool of contractors, an increase in the cost of There appears to be a wide variety of indemnifica-
their services, or a delay in cleanups as a result of not tion practices in the private sector. There is anecdotal
offering Indemnfcation, evidence suggesting that some private parties indem-

nify and others do not, but it is difficult to determineINew Jersey has had a noteworthy indemnification which is the predominant practice. For example, in
progran, partly because it has had two indemnification testimony before the Environmental Restoration Panel
statutes. The first one was established in 1986 and of the House Committee on Armed Services,9 the
expired in 1990. Under this saW, the am gave National Constructors Association (NCA) provided
prefMtial treatment to environmental restoration several examples of actual language taken from private
cono-ctoar that obtained pollution liability insurance hazardous waste cleanup contracts entered into by
and did not request indemnfiatio. In 1992, the NCA member companies. These examples provide a
current f ico statute was passed. It allows broad range of indemnification. Some include limits
preferential treatment to be given to contractors who for certain types of claims, while others do not. Some
provide occurrence-ased insurance coverage in lieu of expressly omit coverage of willful misconduct, while
indemnificaon. To date, no contractor has been able others do not. Some require the contractors also to
to obtain occurrence-based insurance.$ The new indemnify the private party, while others do not. This
program also includes a deductible equal to 30 percent indemnification generally protects the private party
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from lmum~tes wrising from the contractor's neglmign ENDNOTES:3
acs. It don nam transfer the private porty's existing
IimAilldes to die contractor. I GAO Report Superfund.: Contractors Ame Being Too

IbAmuilly Indemnified by the Government, GAO/
To obtain mome qiecific data from the private RCED49- 160, page 14, September 1989.U

secto, 1DiD sen a questionnaire ID the imp 26 PRPs
listed in order of site frqpency from the EPA listing 2 Sgperfud Amendments and Reguthorlzaton Act Of
date 31 March 1991. The questionnaire, the list of the 1986.42 U.S.C.A. 19601-9671 (West 1983 & Supp.
firm contacted, and the 17 meqiomses faceived can he 1993).
found tn Appendix 7. Most of the WPRP have large
clemanp programs ($10 million to $200 million 3 s6 red. Reg. 5w64(1991).

anally) and many contractors. Most of the I'M arem
also involved to all plase of cleanup, fAm the study 4 14 U.S.C.A. 1691(e) (West 1990).
phase to site close-out. No idmfcaonclaims have
been fldW against any of the FliPs that responded. 5 Lette to Brigadier General W. 0. Bachus, USAU

(Ret.) from Rear Admiral P. A. Bunch, U.S. Coast
The responses indicat that several PRPs include Guard, dated 25 January 1993 (see Appendix 4).

very limited contractor idmfcainin their
standard terms. This indemnification usually excludes 6 State IdmiiaonReport prepared for EPA., I
coverage for my contractor negligence or willful 23 April 1992 (see Appendix 1).
misconduct. In other cases, the inemiicton clause
is even more limited, and provides protection only 7 Anti-IndunniflaiOn Sunmnary, EPA (See Appendix 1). I
when the PRP was negligent. Some FliPs do not
indemnify contrators udrmy circumstances. Others IDuta collected by DoD Indicates that the pollution
do so reluctantly on a case-by-cme basds when it is liability insurance that is currendly available covers
necessay ID obtain the contractor they desire. For only claims made during the 1- to 3-year life of the
example, Monsanto states, "In such instances, policy (*claims made") rather than claims made at
Monsanto may agree to indemnify the contractor my time in the future, but arising from occurrences
against specific features or happenings, but only by the during the life of the poliy ("occurrence-based). I
most limited idmicaonprovision which can be See also Chapter 6.
arranged to satisy that contractor." Conversely, most
PRI~s require the contractor to indemnify them. Again, 9 Hearing Before the Envirounmental RestorationIthis indemnification protects the FliP from liabilities Panel of the Committee on Armed Services House of
that wrise from the contractor's negligent acts. It does Representatives, 102 Cong. 3rd Sess. (1992).
not transfer my of the FlPRs existing liabilities to the
contractor. In came where the FliP indemnifies the I0Dogs situation is somewhat different from privatm
contracor and the contractor indemnifies the FliP, the parties in that DoD is part of the federal
reciprocal id nfcaon makes each party government. As such, it is generally immune from
responsible frits own actions.10  wit. Chapter 4 provides a discussion on when the I

federal government Might be Subject to suit.
This data may indicate that there is a general

sentiment in the private sector against providing

wilOD environmenmitlrestoradon contrac-
a case-by-cas bobi when needed.
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Response to § 332, Paragraph (6)

Paragraph (6): Th avalablity, the coverage, pollution effects and cleanup costs that were not taken
the cost, ad the type of urance Commercily into account in calculating premiums for those policies.
avaiable ID unvommmtal restoramtloua ators at Insurance companies contesting their liability to cover
arrat and form- miltary astalatlom and such costs have been a leading source of hazardous-

formnrly and defame sim, waste-related litigation costs.,

SYNOPSIS BACKGROUND

By the mid-1980s, most of the insurance industry Prior to the 1970s, the insurance industry offered
ceased to offer new envionmental impairment liability comprehensive general liability policies to cover a broad
(EIL) insurance policies. However, by the early 1990s, range of commercial liability resulting from accidental

-- some I'm' e-coverage EIL policies became available persona injury or property damage, usually includingwith very high premiums. The recent trend in the pollution incidents. In the late 1960s, the insurance

"insurance industry has been to make more insurance industry added a "pollution exclusion" clause to the
available to cleanup contractors than in the past. standard comprehensive general liability policy. It

specified that the policy covered only sudden andI Advertised rates remain high, although negotiated accidental pollution incidents. During the 1970s, some
rates, particularly for large multi-contract (bulk-rate) insurers developed a specific type of policy, called an
policies, ae becoming somewhat more reasonable. EIL policy, to expressly cover pollution risks. However,I Policies are still carefully written to limit the insurance by the mid-1980s, new policies of this type were not
company's exposure. Policies covering "long-tail" being offered by most insurers.
Sliabiities-those that occur decades after the policy is
written and the premiums paid-are not yet available. The decision to discontinue offering EIL policies
(Long-tail coverage is particularly important for was primarily due to the insurance industry's concern
environmental restoration contractors because many that new environmental legislation, coupled with trends
health effects that may result from an improperly in common law and court interpretations of environ-I performed environmental cleanup do not emerge for mental law, had broadened the insurance companies'
20 or 30 years.) However, great strides toward providing liability beyond what the companies had intended to
long-tail coverage have been made on large multi- insure against 2 In addition, the insurance industry was
contract policies by negotiating terms with the insurance experiencing an actual increase in the number and
companies. It may be that the better terms and lower dollar value of claims being filed during this period. The
costs available on multi-contract policies are due more RAND Institute for Civil Justice surveyed four national
to the inceased negotiating power than to the insurance carriers on claims involving hazardous waste

" economies of scale" that typically impact bulk-rate cleanup sites. The claim payments per surveyed firm
costs. rose from an average of $9 million in 1986 to over

$17 million in 1989. The number of pending claims also
The availability and terms of EIL insurance are rose rapidly during this time, from about 650 per firm to

highly dependent on the claims history experienced by 2,200, and the average number of policyholders that
the insuirace industry. The virtual withdrawal of EL filed claims grew from 200 to 1,000.3

insuramce in the 1980s as a result of increased pollution
claims serves as recent evidence of this. If the number of The RAND survey also found that an average of
valid claims, or even ones sufficiently arguable to entail 88 percent of the insurer outlays through 1992 have
significant defense costs, turns out to be high, the been for transaction costs: either the legal costs of
availability of insurance could be curtailed from even coverage disputes or the legal costs to defend the
the somewhat limited amount offered today. Insurance policyholder.4 That means that only 12 percent of the
companiles have been severely impacted by the claim payments have been for actual indemnification:
emergence of occupational diseases and the enactment the costs of site cleanups or third-party claims. This is
of unforeseen environmental legislation. Standard consistent with the small number of final judgments
policies written in the 1950s have been held to cover made on litigation involving environmental restoration
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conuactc (see Chapter 4). The survey found no policies now available are of the claims-made type. 3
substantial difference between the transaction-cost although some policies are available with so-called "tail
shares of insurer outlays paid for NPL sites versus non- coverage" that provides coverage for a set number of
NPL sites. In both cases, the transaction-cost shares are years beyond the end of the contract. Therefore, the
much higher than what the insurers typically experience effective coverage period is generally limited to one year
on other lines of property-casualty insurance. (For unless tail coverage is available and purchased. In that
comparison, comprehensive general liability insurance case, the coverage will extend through the specified tail
typically experiences a transaction-cost share of period. The longest coverage DoD found referenced in I
approximately 30 percenL5 ) the insurance industry literature was for seven years

(presumably including the contract period). This was for
Sa specialty package designed for Superfund PRPs to use
to cover their contractors.8 Willis Corroon Envi-on-

In recent years, specialty underwriters have begun mental Risk Management Services, an environmental

to provide pieces of the necessary insurance coverage for insurance broker, states that they have put together

environmental restoration contractors. For example, a contract-specific programs that cover the duration of the

version of EIL insurance called Contractors Pollution contract and provide three to four years of extended
vLeabrity (Co i) insurance covers liabilities associated discovery.9 The NCA obtained information from the
with bodily injury, p oer s damage, and environmental Marsh MacLennan insurance brokers that indicated that
withnup bostly iryhe property da ecraned opentironmena standard "tail coverage" was available for one year at an
cleanup costs for the contractor's described op~erations. aiiinlcs qa oteoiia rmu.Te
"1. w.- are also new Architect and Engineers Errors and additional cost equal to the original premium. They
Om aesio n ew Ar&polichiecthand EnineersitErrors and further report that at significant additional cost, it might
tOaditional E&O coverage, cover pollution claim be possible to negotiate a longer term of three to perhaps
resulting fEom negligent acts, errors, and omissions five years.' 0 However, as we will see later, EPA has

arising ou t of a describedt acsrfessionaln service. The been able to negotiate longer tail periods at lower costs

specialty underwriters have also recently developedarsn ouafadsrbdpofsinlsrie in specific cases.I
new custom-tailored E&O policy designed to cover
firms that perform environmental remediation services. COST OF INSURANCE
This policy is often no more expensive than traditional I
E&O coverage without pollution liability coverage.6  Insurance costs and terms are highly dependent on

the specifics of the work to be covered. However, Willis
In addition to describing insurance in terms of the Corroon reports that over $50 million of coveragetI is

coverage it provides, policies can be further categorized available for both CPL- and E&O-type contracts on a
as being on a "claims-made" basis or an "occurrence" claims-made basis. 12 (It is interesting to note that the
basis. A claims-made policy means that the insurance insurance comparison tables attached to the letter
only applies to claims made in the year the policy was in reporting this information do not support this con- I
effect. An occurrence-based policy covers all claims that tention. The largest coverage listed in the comparison
result from incidents that occurred during the policy life, tables is a $30 million professional E&O liability
wbenever the claims are filed. This is a particularly insurance policy, provided by London underwriters, that I
important distinction in the context of environmental does not cover strict liability. With the exception of this
restoration. It is anticipated that many potential health policy, the highest coverage listed in the tables is
effects such as cancer, that might result from improper $10 million per claim and $20 million aggregate.13)
environmental restoration, may not appear until decades Willis Comoon also reports that pricing for the first
after the restoration work is completed. Tberefore, to $1 million to $6 million in coverage will be about
cover the highly uncertain "long-tail" liabilities, 2 percent of yearly revenues for small contracts
insurance--r any other risk-sharing mechanism-must ($1 million to 2 million in revenue) to less than I
be in effect for many years past the end of the contract I percent for large contracts. Willis Corroon does not
period.7  provide any pricing information for higher coverage.

Currently, no insurance company offers occurrence- Most policies cover only negligence and do not
based pollution liability insurance of any type. All of the cover strict liability. However, there are a few policies
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thtcowe both negligence and strict liability and als
have a $10 million limit. Pricing information is not
avmilbb for the= policies.

I Mare recent infatnation indimmets that It might, be
possible So negoiate bette Wonm and condidons fiun
the lmanee lhiustry than we guierally advertised. For
example EPA has qiproved the purchae of about
50 lahune policies for its contmacors. Most of thos
we leas tha $5 milliom policies with so tai coveauge. A3 ~few policies we for higher amounts, and some include
toll Coverage. These we Of two types: per-contract
policies sand multi-contract (bulk-rae) policies. The per-
contactpolicies generally have less coverage (lowerI ~maximum&, hIgher deductibles, shorter tail coverag)
and higher cost (as a percentage of total contract cost)
than the bulk-raze policies. For exanple, a $10 million3 per-contract policy with a $250,000 deductible and no
tail coverage costs about 2.25 percent of the contract
cost. A $10 million bulk-rae polic 14 to cover a 3-yew
contract and 10-yew tai period with a $100,000I deductible costs between 1.5 percent and 2 percent of
the contract cost. In a similar comparison a $25 million
per-contac policy (the highest per-contract coverage on
EPA's list) with a $100,000 deductible to cover a 2-yewr
construction period and a S-yew tall period cost almost
5 percent of the contract cost. A $30 million bulk-rate
policy with a $100,000 deductible to cover a 3-yearI contrac and a 10-yew tail period is available for
between 2 percent and 2.5 percent of the contract cost. 1
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ENDNOTU: ENDNOTES (Cosmiued): 3
ISperfund and Transaction Costs: The Eqeriences of t lThe inurance industry has expressed cocerns that
lnsrers and Very Large Industrial Firms, Jan Paul catastrophic failures resulting in extensive damage to 3
Acao, Lloyd S. Dixon, RAND Institute for Civil human health and the environment could easily result
Justice, 1992. ISBN: 0-8330-12394. in claims surpassing $100 million per incident. See

Environmetal Protection Agency Indemnification for
2 GAO Reot. Hazardous Waste: Pollution Claims Response Action Contractors, Kenneth W. Ayers,

Experience of Propery/Cazsalty hnsrers, GAO/ Willis Corroon Eavironental Risk Management
RCED-91-59, 5 February 1991 (see Appendix 6). Services undated (see Appendix 5). I

3 Superf•d and Transacton Costs: The Experiences of 12IAtter to Vic Wieszek, DoD, from Kenneth W. Ayers,
Insrers and Very Large Industrial Firmis, Jan Paul Willis Corom Environmental Risk Management
Actom Lloyd S. Dixon, RAND Institute for Civil Services, dated 31 January 1993 (see Appendix 5).Justice, 1992. ISBN: 0-8330-1239-8.

13Tie Hazardous Waste Action Coalition Professional

4 Some finns spent a high proportion on Coverage Liability Pollution Insurance Survey, dated 1 April
disputes, while others spent a high proportion on legal 1992 (see Appendix 5), and the Environmental I
costs to defend the policyholder. Impairment Liability Market Survey by Johnson &

Higgins, dated March 1992 (see AppendiA 4), also
5  perund and Transaction Costs: The Experiences of show the maximum limit to be $10 million per claim.
Inurers and Very Large Industrial Firms, Jan Paul
Acton, Lloyd S. Dixon, RAND Institute for Civil 14The's costs are reported on a per contract, but are
Justice, 1992. ISBN: 0-8330-1239-8. based on covering four large, multi-year, cost-

reimbursement contracts. I
6 Managing Contractors Environmental Liability: Risk

Financing Considerations, David J. Dybdahl, Willis 5This analysis is based on proprietary data from EPA
Corroon, undated (see Appendix 5). files. I

7 Of the claims analyzed in the RAND survey,
78 percent were for cleanup costs only. Only
16 percent involved bodily injury or property damage,
sometimesa in conjunction with cleanup wosts as well.
This is not unexpected if it is true that third-party
liabilities are more likely to be incurred during
lenmup since this phase of site remediation is just

ceanping.

t Superftind S•et PRP-Controiled Pollution Liability U
Imrance Progran, Willis Corroon Environmental
Risk Management Services, undated (see

-peni 5).
L ,ete K Vic Wieszek, DoD, from Kenneth W. Ayers,
Willis Coumma Environmental Risk Management 1
Services, dated 31 January 1993 (see Appendix 5).

10A'to "men B of Letter o arick Meehan, DoD, from

Robert P. McCormick, National Consmuctors Associa-
tion, dated 3 February 1993 (see Appendix 5).
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Response to § 332, Paragraf '• 1 7)

I Para (7): The extent to which the Secretary ENDNOTES:
of De-me md the Secretarie of the maltary
departmeant have ued aidlog memlficatlon tDepartment of Defense Remedial Action Contractor
autborityr. t oemontba restmation work, Liability and lndemnification: Hearing Before the

Environmental Restoration Panel of the House

SYNOPSIS Committee on Armed Services, 102 Cong., 2d Sess. 1
DoD has no used the existing indemnificatiou ( 2 )h

authorities described in Chapter 2 to cover enviro- 2See letter and attachment from W. 0. Bachus,
mental restoirtio wor. Executive Director, The Society of American Military

Engineers, to Mr. Patrick Meehan, Acting Assistant
INTRODUCTION Secetay of Defense (Environment), dated 28 January

1993 (see Appendix 4).
As Mr. Thomas Baca (former Deputy Assistant

Secretary of Defense [Environment]) stated in his 3 Memorandum for Deputy Under Secretary

testimony to Congress,1 "the Department of Defense has (Environmental Security) from Gary Vest, Deputy
not generally indemnified its contractors. The Depart- Assistant Secretary of the Air Force (Environment,
mernt of Defense has not authorized indenfcton for Safety, and Occupational Health), 6 May 1993 (see
any contractor performing under its environmental Appendix 2).
restoration program." The specific indemnification

authorities provided by Pub. L. 85-804, 10 U.S.C.
* 2354, and CERCLA § 119 have not been used for
indemnification of environmental restoration contractorsSworking on DoD installations.

More recently (January 1993), The Society of
American Military Engineers reported on a poll that
included the Engineer Service Chiefs from the Army,
Navy, and Air Force. 2 The Army and the Navy report
that there have been no approved or pending uses of
Pub. L. 85.804, 10 U.S.C. § 2354, or CERCLA § 119
indemnification authorities to indemnify environmental
restoration contractors to date. In a separate
memorandum, the Air Farce reported the same
poition.3
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Chapter 8: Costs of New Authority

Response to § 332, Paragraph (8)

Paragreph (8): The potential cost of any new contractor for this type of liability might cost the
S authority, If my, recommmmded by government only moderate additional amounts.

Sthe retary of Dde in the report reqired uder However, indemnifying the contractor for third-party
the section. claims could potentially cost the government much

more. Thi is because the government would otherwise
SYNOPSIS be immune from state iaw-based tort claims based on

strict liability and have the discretionary function
Sreport does not recomme d any additio al defense available against some negligence claims,

indemn authority at this tim However, DoD leaving the contractor to shoulder such third-party
will continue to monitor the situation to ensure that DoD claims itself (see Chapter 4).
enviromental restoration worik is performed in an
effiient and cost-effective manner. Therefore, rather Most legal costs are passed through to the
than discuss the costs of my new indemnification government through various mechanisms, regardless of
authority, this response discusses Possible costs and indemnification. Therefore, there may not be much
benefits of various indemnification policies. difference in legal costs paid by the government whether

indemnification is provided or not.

If the government indemnifies an environmental

restoration contractor, it in effect becomes the insurance Environmental restoration contractors who perform
company for the liabilities the contractor is indemnified work without indemnification may avoid innovative
against. In the simplest case, the government saves the technologies because, by definition, the success of these
cost of insurance, but increases its potential future technologies is less certain. Consequently, the use of
outlays for claims against the contractor. Under ideal innovative technologies may incur a higher risk of
conditions, there will be no difference in cost to the liabilities. However, it is very difficult to estimate the
government for indemnifying contractors rather than cost to the government that results from this avoidance
purchasing insurance for them. of innovative technologies that are potentially more

efficient and cost-effective.
However, it is clear that ideal conditions do not

exist. Most notably, current insurance policies do not Environmental restoration contractors contend that
provide the long-tail coverage that indemnification offering indemnification to them might widen the field
cod Provide (see Chapter 6). Tperefore, indemni- of bidders and Proposers, improving the chances that
fcation would cover more claims than insurance would, DoD would obtain the best environmental restoration
and may cost the government-and ultimately the value possible. However, there is no clear evidence to
individual taxpayer-more in out-of-pocket expenses suggest that DoD is not currently obtaining sufficient

ithan f the government had simply reimbursed the competition to ensure the best value. In fact, limited
contractor for insurance. evidence from EPA and the state of New Jersey, both of

whom routinely offered indemnification in the past but
This potential additional cost must be balanced no longer do so, suggests that there is no noticeable

against the important, but difficult to quantify, social effect on the level of competition resulting from a lack
cost that exists if the government relies solely on the of indemnification. (Chapter 3 provides additional
somewhat limited insumance coverage currently available information on the adequacy of competition question.)
and does not indemnify its environmental restoration
conIactMs. This social cost results from the fact that an APPROACH
injured party may have no way to recover damages if
insurance does not cover the claim, the contractor has Th'is report does not recommend any additional
insuffici assets to pay, and the government has not indemnification authorities at this time. It is not yet
provided mi fication, clear whether DoDgs future needs for environmental

contractors will best be met without using any of the
Since the government would probably be liable existing indemnification authorities available to it (as is

along with the environmental restoration contractor for its current practice), by applying these existing
cleanup costs under CERCLA, indemnifying the authorities in some future contracts, or through some
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new authority. Nonetheless, it is apparent that there ae conventionally-available insurance (which does not
both costs and benefits to using, or not using, indem- cover long-tail liabilities).
uifcatin auiloritles on environmental festoratieo

contracts, though they cannot be quantified at the pre- Looking at it another way, if the government'samr time. "lugi nsiapoe will oum smie of the ways objective was to provide protection for the contractor I

that indemnification, or the lack of it, might influence against long-tail liabilities, indenification is probably
the cost of environmental restorton work in DoD. more cost-effective than insurance. Ibis is because the

only way to cover long-tail liabilities with insurance (if
INDEMNIFICATION SUB8TTUTED FOR it is possible at all) would be to purchase claims-made
INSURANCE insurance year after year. Claims-made insurance is very

expensive, so it is likely that indemnification would be
When the government indemnifies an environ- less expensive.

mental restoration contractor, it in effect becomes the
isurimmae om•any for the liabilties the contractor is Of course, a middle course exists as well. As

indemnified against. Stated simply, the government can discussed in Chapter 1, the government could provide
either (1) reimburse the contractor ior the purchase of limited indemnification, with deductibles and maxi-
insurnmce to cover the liabilities, thereby transferring the mums, that would still provide greater protection than is
risk to the insurance company, (2) indemnify the currently available through insurance. In theory, this
contractor for the liabilities, therby transferring the risk indemnification could be structured so that its cost m
to the government, or (3) do neither, effectively would equal the cost of insurance currently available,

transferring the risk to the public to the extent that the but provide broader coverage. In addition, because of its
contractor lacks the assets to pay a claim, deductible and maximum terms, it would have the added

benefit of providing incentives for the contractor to
There is no cost difference to the government maintain a high standard of performance.

between options 1 and 2 if certain ideal conditions are
mect the insurance must be priced so that the premiums INSURANCE COSTS WITHOUT
cover the claims paid by the insurance, the adminis- INDEMNIFICATION
trative costs, and insurance company's profit; the
government's cost of administering the indemnification When indemnification is not offered, concerned l
must equal the inswan company's administrative costs contractors tend to purchase insurance even if its
and profit; and most importantly, the insurance coverage coverage is not as much as they would want. This is
must be equivalent to th indemnification coverage, especially true for cost-reimbursement contracts, where
However, it is unlikely that these ideal conditions would the cost of insurance is generally an allowable COSL
hold true. Because of the lack of a claims history, With insurance becoming more widely available and
insurance companies are unsure of the proper premium with better coverage, the cost to the government can be
to charge, as evidenced by the rapidly changing pre- substantial. Therefore, this insurance cost must be I
miuns, terms, and conditions available (see Chapter 6). recognized as a cost associated with the policy of not
It is unknown if the government can administer an providing indemnification.
indemniation program in such a way that the
administrative costs ae equal to the insurance industry's SOCIAL COSTS
administrative costs and (unknown) profit. Most
importantly, it is clear that currently available insurance There is an often overlooked social cost associated
does not cov the "long-tail" liabilites--tose liabilities with the policy of not providing indemnification to
that result from claims made decades after the environmental restoration contractors. Who pays for the
environmental restoration work has been completed and losses and injuries of citizens exposed to a release from
the premiums paid-wwbems indenificatio would a DoD site if the government need not compensate them I
preusumably be structured to cover these liabilities, and the contractor lacks insurance and the financial
Tberefore, since indemification would cover more resources to do so? As discussed above and in Chapter 6,
claims than would insurance, it is possible that currently available insurance is not likely to cover all
indemnification (covering long-tail liabilities) would potential claims, particularly the all-important "long-
cost the government more than simply purchasing tail" claims. Also, as discussed in Chapter 3, there is
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evidence that most environmental restoration contrac- contractors performing work at NPL sites or performing
tot do na have sufficient financial resources to removal actions. However, strict liability for cleanup
withstand a substantial claim without insurance or costs remains in effect for most of the DoD

Sind~mnifican. 1iThis results in the very real possibility environmental restoration contractors since they perform
d thatind pmrdes have no modianism to obtain remediation at non-NPL sites, and therefore do not
Compenatio for damages resulting from the cleanup of qualify for the CERCLAI 119 waiver (see Chapter 2).
a DoD dir if the goverment does not provide These contractors awe currently liable for cleanup costs

indemnificaftn. In fact, this situation exists on a that may result even though they perform satisfactorily
dmade scale at state-run cleanups in the 14 states that or even perfectly.

have provided immunity, rather than indemnification or
insuin for their environmental restoration con- Relieving additional contractors from strict liability
tractors (see Ctapter 5.) under CERCLA would require the government to pay

for cleanup costs resulting from the contractor's non-

The Army notes a situation where some type of negligent actions that, in the absence of this waiver, the
indemnification may have been appropriate because of contractor might at least have to share. On the other
social cost aspects, but which was not clearly covered hand, the government as site owner will normally have
under existing indemnification authorities.2 In January joint and several liability, and thus may have to pay for
1993, construction crews working in the Spring Valley the cleanup costs regardless of the possibility that the
neighborhood of Washington, DC, unearthed 141 intact contractor might also be liable. This will be particularly
chemical munitions dating from World War I. This led true if the contractor is uninsured or has inadequate
to the discovery that this residential area had once been assets to pay the claim.

I a testing ground for chemical warfare. The 141 muni-
tions were removed under a CERCLA removal action. Indemnifying environmental restoration contractors
The Army is now continuing its remedial activities against cleanup costs resulting from negligent acts
throughout the area to determine if additional munitions would increase the cost exposure of the government.
remain in the area) The contractor hired by the Army Responsibility for negligent acts is easier for courts to
my be conducting intrusive testing on individual divide, so joint and several liability is less certain,
homeowners' lots throughout the Spring Valley area. particularly given the recent Appeals Court decisions on

1The homeowners have expressed great concern about the limited applicability of joint and several liability to
their ability to recover damages from the United States CERCLA cleanup costs (see Chapter 4). Therefore,
in the event of contractor negligence. Since the where the contractor is at fault, the government might
formerly used defense site is not on the NPL, avoid cleanup liability altogether despite owning the
indemnification was not possible through CERCLA § site. Of course, a government agency could avoid legal
119. Army officials also concluded that significant liability, but then it could be compelled by Congress to
uncertainty regarding the applicability of Pub. L. 85- pay anyway. Thus the actual cost impacts of protecting
804 to a FUDS cleanup and the administrative process contractors from CERCLA cleanup liability are very
required for Pub. L. 85-804 approval, made that fact-dependent.
authority unavailable. Therefore, the Army opted to
reimburse the contractor for costly insurance. Army COST OF THIRD-PARTY CLAIMS
attorneys report that had clear indemnfici authority
been available, its use would have been recommended. The potential cost impacts of assuming the

contractor's tort liability to third parties are somewhatU COST OF CLEANUP different. Tort claims (actions for damages to property
or personal injury) introduce a series of governmental

Relieving the contractor from strict liability on immunities that would frequently shield the governmentI government cleanups would obligate the government to from suit even though it would have been liable if it was
pay for cleanup work that became necessary because of a private party. This might leave the environmental
the contractor's non-negligent action. Because of restoration contractor as the sole remaining defendant. If
CERCLA I 119's statutory waiver of strict liability for the government indemnified the contractor, the
cleanup costs for these contractors, this obligation is inheased cost in a particular case could be substantial.
effectively in place for environmental restoration
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The most important of the governmental immuni- INNOVATIVE TECHNOLOGY
ties to trt suits for the purposes of this report are the
strict-liability exception and the discetiary-function Innovative technology in the environmental
e xq Suits against the government must be based restoration field is expected to help reduce costs and
on neggence or fault, not on strict liability. (The accelerate cleanup. Substantial uncertainty surrounds
government is liable for C CLA cleanup costs without innovative technology since by definition, envinm-
fault, bet only because Congress chose to write mental restoration contractors have acquired only
CECa that way.) The "discretionary function" limited experience with it. The risk of liability
excqpim juovides that the government is immune frm associated with using new technology might be sub-
ait whem the actiom in question arises from the exercise stantial, since in many instances it could be considered
of a discretlonay function-making a choice. Courts developmental. Insurance for use of innovative tech-
have divided sharply over the meaning of this term, but nology is expected to be even more difficult to obtain U
it seems that the choice must be based on than for conventional approaches, but no data has been
"consideraions of social, economic, Or political policy."4 developed to demonstrate this assertion. Similarly, there
(See Chapter 4 for a more detailed discussion of the is no data at present showing that the lack of U
strict liability and discretioary exceptions.) Taken indemnification is inhibiting introduction of new
together, these two exceptions mean that (1) when the technology in DoD cleanups or affecting its cos. 5

government, as site owner, and the conauctor are both
strictly liable for damages or injuries, the contractor is INADEQUATE COMPETION
the only party subject to a judgment, and (2) when the
government and the contractor are both liable for a Indemnification might widen the field of bidders
negligent act, but the government is exercising a and proposers on DoD environmental restoration I
discretionary function, again the government is immune, contracts and improve the likelihood that the most
and the contctor is the only liable party. Providing technically qualified contractors would work on DoD's
indemnification under either circumstance means that behalf at the best possible price. The value of having the
the government would be paying a judgment it could most experienced and capable contractors is obvious in
otherwise avoid. It is difficult to determine, or even principle, but very difficult to evaluate in terms of
guess at, the number of occasions in which these economics or quality. It is not clear that the present fieldcircumstances could arise. Contractors are apparently of bidders represents other than the best qualified ones I
deeply concerned about them, but it is not clear that they for the work they seek to do. There are unsubstantiated
are common. assertions that there are better ones who will not bid

because of lack of indemnification. Some of theseEGAIL COSTrs assertions date from the time when EPA offered

indemnification and other federal agencies, including
The contractors cost of legal counsel to defend DoD, did not; some are current. Most federal agenciesI

against environmental and third-party claims deriving currently offer cleanup contracts without indemnifi-
from environmental work can be one=us. In various cation, so contractors essentially must choose to do
ways, many of these costs are paid by the government government work without indemnification or look
toWay as allowable costs or overhead. On firm fixed elsewhere. As DERP moves further into the RDRAI
price contracts, the overhead cost of legal defense, if phase, it may become apparent that there is a problem
my, is buried in the bid. There is no data to show how that only indemification can solve. Hard evidence for
much this is. Some forms of indemnifiti would that proposition has yet to emerge.
eliminale the need for these costs at the contractor's
level because the government would provide the defense,
generally at lower cost than the priva ba. In many
cues, however, the contractor and the government I
would have sufficietly different interests that both
would be reprsented by counsel, with the government
paying for all of them. Since some legal defense costs I
are already being paid, directly or indirectly, any saving
from indemifction is speculative.
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I ~ENDN0O1R:

'Note thait the govement reimsbursed wsntactoh for
aclms-1012Inawnace yew afte yew so tham ft
iimmee wovua was q ID fthIdenfctoI onvimaup the hm umue mat would jybby be much- twsmd th -nenfcto Cost.

2bImmxwdm for JDepty Under Secretary of Defense
for Eavioombet, from Willun McGowan. Offike Of
Judge Advocat General, 5 May 1993 (see
Apmt1).

31n Gesaber 1993, an additional muntition was found in
fth area& lying on top of the ground, This prompted

the Amuy to accelerate its investigation of the area.3 '.&. v. Gaubert, 499 U.S. 315 (1991).

'There is evidence that innovative Weclologies mre
being selected more often as rmaedies at NPL sites. In
1987, hinnovative Weclmolgles were selected at about
5 NFL ds.In 1991.innovative mcholok es wa

provide Infonadon on the adequacy of competition
for designing, installing, or operating the innovative

tecmoogls.It als does not indicate whether
Indmnfiatonwas offeed, uad whether such an

offe m~bcoed the selectio, of innovative teclologies.

See OemmV teNto' Waste Sites, MarktsuanIehooyTeA EA52R9-1 pi
193
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